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NorMER (Nordic Centre for Research on Marine Ecosystems 
and Resources under Climate Change; www.normer.org) is a 
Nordic Centre of Excellence that brings together the expertise 
of leading research groups from all Nordic countries, and sev-
eral North American institutions, to implement a collective and 
multidisciplinary research strategy to explore the biological, 
economic, and management consequences of global climate 
change on fisheries resources. It will achieve this through a 
unique program of primary research, implemented by PhDs 
and PostDocs in a system of collaborative projects, with a focus 
on the Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua). Though our Nordic focus 
is on cod, this research is intended to be a platform to extend 
this knowledge to other marine systems.
 —

The aims and corresponding actions of NorMER are: 
 —

ᬚ� Perform effect studies to: 1) evaluate climate effects on 
Nordic marine ecosystems, 2) Build new tools for predicting 
biological consequences of climate change, and 3) quantify 
impacts on profit, employment, and harvesting.
 —
�ĈęĎĔēĘǣ PhDs are co-supervised internationally. PostDocs 
collaborate internationally. Leading senior scientists and cli-
mate researchers provide expert input.
 —

ᬛ� Create an effective training environment for young 
researchers.
 —
�ĈęĎĔēĘǣ Annual meetings, graduate courses, and special 
workshops focus on transferable and interdisciplinary skills. 
Regular interaction between students and international 
experts in climate- and marine ecosystem-related fields fur-
ther strengthen the training program in NorMER.
 —

ᬜ� Develop a team of outstanding global quality.
 —
�ĈęĎĔēĘǣ Research institutions from every Nordic country 
are partners. International researchers and industry repre-
sentatives are invited to annual meetings. A 7-member Centre 
Advisory Panel (CAP), consisting of an interdisciplinary mix of 
globally leading researchers participate at all annual meet-
ings. Annually, one internationally distinguished researcher 

is selected as the honored Johan Hjort Chair to participate at 
the annual meeting to share expertise with NorMER partners 
and students.
 —

ᬝ� Link to industry and policy managers.
 —
�ĈęĎĔēĘǣ Industry and Policy representatives from each of the 
Nordic countries are encouraged to attend annual meetings 
for discussing societal/economic effects of climate change, 
and to learn more about NorMER work. PhD students will be 
encouraged to visit marine industries or participate in com-
mercial fishing. A strong bio-economic focus within NorMER 
will facilitate transference of results to fisheries managers.
 —

ᬞ� Update marine ecosystem management policies to sus-
tain healthy fisheries.
 —
�ĈęĎĔēĘǣ NorMER is a research based program to evaluate the 
effects of climate variability on marine ecosystems and how 
fisheries management can be adapted to maintain sustainable 
harvest levels. We hope to produce strong results, built on 
solid fundamental science, that will be applied to real systems 
in the Nordic region.
 —

NorMER is primarily supported with funding from Nordforsk, 
on behalf of the Top-level Research Initiative (TRI), and from 
each of the main partners. The Centre is administered by the 
CEES in the Department of Biology at the University of Oslo, 
but this is a pan-Nordic collaborative project, which includes 
research teams led by Nils Chr. Stenseth at the University of 
Oslo, Carl Folke of the Stockholm Resilience Centre in Sweden, 
Erik Bonsdorff at Åbo Adakemi University in Finland, Marko 
Lindroos at the University of Helsinki in Finland, Markus Meier 
at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute in 
Sweden, Guðrún Marteinsdóttir at Marine Academic Research 
in Iceland, Eyðfinn Magnussen at the University of Faroe Islands, 
Helle Siegstad at the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, 
Øyvind Fiksen at the University of Bergen in Norway, and 
Thomas Kiørboe at the Technical University of Denmark.
 —
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HĚĒĆē� ĆĈęĎěĎęĎĊĘ� are altering the 
climate and biota at a rapid rate, caus-
ing large-scale changes all across 

the planet, including in marine ecosystems. 
These include alterations in the phenology of 
plankton blooms, which may lead to match-
mismatch of prey-predator interactions, large-
scale range shifts of marine organisms, and 
even extinctions. These changes are caused by 
interactions between multiple anthropogenic 
and non-anthropogenic drivers: the unprece-
dented scale and speed at which they occur 
are now pushing the global biosphere into a 
new era — the Anthropocene. To be able to 
sustain (human) life in the Anthropocene, we 
need answers to three fundamental questions: 
a) how do species (including humans) adapt 
to the Anthropocene? b) how should humans 
adapt to the Anthropocene in order to sustain-
ably co-evolve with the biosphere? And finally, 
c) which social transformations are needed to 

facilitate a sustainable co-evolution? NorMER 
aims to address all three topics — although 
most attention has until now been devoted 
to the first, we are now taking actions to also 
address the two latter. I am convinced the initial 
stronger focus on the first topic was essential, as 
we must have a firm handle on the basic envi-
ronmental and natural science before we can 
focus on the two latter topics. We are now in 
the exciting stage of taking action to address 
these final topics using our solid anchoring in 
the natural sciences.

We have been through yet another full year 
as a ‘Nordic Centre for Research on Marine 
Ecosystems and Resources under Climate 
Change’ (NorMER): a Nordic Centre of Excellence 
focusing on training Young Researchers (PhDs 
and PostDocs) within the topic of how climate 
change is affecting marine systems — from 
ecology and evolution, to economics and man-
agement, and including how society ought to 

adapt to the environmental changes resulting 
from climate change. Although our perspec-
tive is general, we have focused on cod (Gadus 
morhua) as our model organism because we 
believe this will make it easier to integrate the 
different disciplines involved within NorMER: 
all NorMER members will have one common 
marine system over which they can combine 
and apply their diverse expertise.

It is clear that we are on the right track with 
regards to our ambition to be a true Nordic 
Centre of Excellence, not the least thanks to 
our excellent team of Young Researchers (YR) — 
both PhDs and PostDocs. The strong collabora-
tion among the YR across institutional borders is 
extremely encouraging. The excellent feedback 
we receive from our Centre Advisory Panel (CAP) 
is also reassuring. However, as pointed out by 
the CAP, we now need to get the senior scien-
tists more involved in the network activities — 
working together as a team together with the 
YR across institutional borders. Actions toward 
improved collaboration among the senior sci-
entists — as well as between them and the PhDs 
and PostDocs outside of those working at their 
nodes — are currently being taken.

NorMER is designed so that each of the PhD 
and PostDoc projects has a strong ‘curiosity-
driven’ scientific element: our overall ambition 
is to produce solid, high-quality science. In addi-
tion to the curiosity-driven elements, the entire 
NorMER program has been designed so that our 
center will address many important problem-
solving and challenge-driven issues raised by 
scientists, politicians and managers in response 
to ongoing changes in climate. This means that 
the new insight developed within NorMER will 
ideally be applied in order to improve our man-
agement of marine ecosystems under climate 
change. Such emergent effects of NorMER 
focusing on the problem-solving and chal-
lenge-driven issues will not arrive automatically. 
The NorMER leadership — and each of the pro-
ject supervisors — will have to pay particular 
attention to this aspect of NorMER. The joint YR 
activities will certainly help in this respect. I sug-
gest that we should produce some good review/
perspective papers addressing the overall focus 
of NorMER: What will the effect of cli-
mate change be on the marine system? 
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And, how should we humans best adapt 
to it so as to reduce the damaging effect 

of climate change?
Communicating our perspectives and results 

to a broad spectrum of people, particularly 
politicians, is an important part of NorMER. In 
order to facilitate dialogue with politicians and 
managers about the science we are doing, we 
organized — just as we did the year before — 
a public session at the University of Iceland 
in connection with our third NorMER annual 
meeting. This session featured presentations 
from the President of Iceland, the CEO of the 
largest seafood company in Iceland, the Dean of 
the School of Social Sciences, and the Director 
of the Icelandic Marine Research Institute, and 
several internationally recognized scientists. 
Our 2013 NorMER Annual Meeting, and this 
public session, were both highly successful.

In addition to communicating the ambitions 
and objectives of NorMER in formal ways like 
at the public session of the annual meeting, 
we aim to develop a proactive communication 
strategy. The Young Researchers’ blog* is part of 
this strategy. In addition, we will in the coming 
year aim to be far more visible in both national 
and international media.

In short, NorMER is nicely developing as a 
Nordic Centre of Excellence by both producing 
great research, and fostering high international 
visibility of science carried out within the Nordic 
countries. NorMER will foster: — “Excellence 
in Ecological Sciences:” we aim at producing 
scientific papers to be published in the best 
possible international journals within the field 
of ecology; — “Excellence in Evolutionary 
Sciences:” we aim at producing scientific papers 
to be published in the best possible interna-
tional journals within the field of evolution; — 

“Excellence in Economic Sciences:” we aim at 
producing scientific papers to be published in 
the best possible international journals within 
the fields of economy and management; and 

“Excellence in Interdisciplinary Sciences:” we aim 
at producing scientific papers to be published 
in the best possible international journals with 
a broad interdisciplinary focus and readership.

The Young Researchers are playing key roles 
within NorMER: they are the next generation 
who will play leading roles in marine research 
and management programs in the future. 
Recruiting PhDs and PostDocs is therefore of 
utmost importance to the success of NorMER. 
I am pleased to observe at scientific meetings 
that there is strong interest among early career 
scientists and senior researchers alike in being 
involved in NorMER activities. We have now 

appointed all of the PhD and PostDoc posi-
tions that were originally planned: 17 PhDs and 
8 PostDocs. Altogether we now have 25 Young 
Researchers. Here are some of the highlights 
from the students work:

Ȅ��ĊĘĊĆėĈč��ĎČčđĎČčęĘ�Ȅ

NorMER PhD Alexandros Kokkalis has been 
working on models to assess of the status of 
exploited fish stocks, where data is limited 
but successful and sustainable management 
is incredibly important ȋĘĊĊ� ĕĆČĊ� ͕͘Ȍ. PhD 
Giovanni Romagnoni has been using ecosys-
tem modeling to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Marine Protected Areas, a method of conserva-
tion ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͙͘Ȍ. PhD student William Butler 
has been looking at the position in the water 
column of cod, haddock and saithe eggs in 
Icelandic waters ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͗ ͛Ȍ. PostDoc Florian 
Diekert has been looking into disentangling 
the effects of policy reform and environmental 
change in Norwegian coastal cod fisheries with 
regards to the old system of open access versus 
the relatively newly implemented individual 
quotas ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͙͕Ȍ. PhD Sara Bonanomi is 
investigating the spatiotemporal distribu-
tion and composition of mixed stock Atlantic 
cod in Greenlandic waters based on genetic 
analysis of historical samples ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͖͘Ȍ. 
PostDoc Martin Pedersen has been studying the 
response of marine science in the North Atlantic 
in response in increased awareness about 
anthropogenic climate change ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͙͗Ȍ. 
These are an overview of only a few of the 
many great projects we are developing within 
NorMER, projects which are ‘curiosity-driven’ 
in their nature, but which will contribute to the 
‘problem-solving’ mission of NorMER. I am con-
vinced that these Young Researchers will be 
able to produce good papers to be published 
in the very best journals within the respective 
fields as well as in the more general journals, 
taking advantage of the guidance — and 
encouragement — they will get from the senior 
members of the NorMER team.

Ȅ��ĊěĊđĔĕĒĊēę�Ćēĉ��ĎĘĎćĎđĎęĞ�Ȅ

The international links to research groups 
outside the Nordic countries have been an 
important part of NorMER. I am pleased to 
re-acknowledge the additional funding we 
received from Nordforsk to appoint two addi-
tional Mobility-Programme PostDocs: positions 
intended to provide strong links to respected 
research groups outside of the Nordic region. 
The first of these PostDocs, Pamela Woods, who 
was highlighted in our previous report, is back 

in the Nordic region from her time in the US 
to work with the Northwest Fisheries Science 
Center and the University of Washington and 
is now finishing her project in Reykjavík. The 
second, Jason D. Whittington, has just begun 
to develop his project ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͕͝Ȍ together 
with his collaborators from the Bodega Marine 
Lab and the University of California at Davis. 
More recently, we received funding to develop 
a new, complementary, research programme 
called GreenMAR ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͖͕Ȍ, which will fur-
ther strengthen and develop the Adaptation 
theme alongside NorMER in a collaboration 
with Princeton University in the USA. The devel-
opment of such an extensive network will surely 
benefit the YR during their training periods 
within NorMER, and continue to benefit them 
throughout their careers.

The added value of being part of a net-
work like NorMER derives from this extensive 
Nordic — and increasingly global — network. 
Furthermore, the fact that each of the Young 
Researchers is participating in joint work within 
NorMER means that they will be involved in 
more — and better — papers than they other-
wise would be. The YR-organized workshops 
within NorMER have contributed greatly to 
strengthening this Nordic network, as well as 
giving the Young Researchers practical experi-
ence in collaborative, interdisciplinary research. 
Furthermore, the joint courses being organized 
contribute to this added value; we might want 
to further develop this in the coming years by 
bringing in additional experts.

Once again, observing the initial develop-
ment of NorMER leaves me with great optimism. 
I am eagerly looking forward to the years to 
come — I am sure that a great deal of exciting 
science of great value to scientists, politicians 
and managers will come out of NorMER.

Ȅ��Ď���ēĘĕĎėĆęĎĔē��ĜĆėĉĘ�Ȅ

With the further participation of Bob Dickson, 
we will continue to honor the achievement of 
the creation of NorMER, and commemorate 
the inspiration behind NorMER into the future, 
with the continuation of the University of Oslo 
Inspiration Awards ȋĘĊĊ�ĕĆČĊ�͚͖Ȍ. The first two 
awards, in the form of two historically valu-
able scientific texts, were handed out by Bob 
Dickson at the NorMER 2011 Annual Meeting 
to Jim Hurrell and myself to honor our inspiring 
contributions to science — two awards we both 
humbly received with great appreciation. The 
third and fourth awards were handed out at the 
2012 NorMER Annual Meeting to Tora Aasland, 
and Gregory Beaugrand and Martin Edwards. 
The fifth award was given to Tim Woollings at ȗ���Ǥ������Ǥ���Ǥ��Ȁ����
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the 2013 NorMER Annual Meeting. This leaves 
just a single remaining new award to be handed 
out in 2014, however, all of these same awards 
will be re-awarded to new inspiring awardees 
every few years into the future.

Ȅ��ĉĆĕęĆęĎĔē�Ȅ

As already mentioned, we will extend the work 
of NorMER to also address the question of how 
we humans should adapt to the Anthropocene 
in order to sustainably co-evolve with the 
biosphere, as well as addressing which social 
transformations are needed to facilitate a sus-
tainable co-evolution. The Stockholm node will 
play a key role in this endeavor — together with 
the rest of the NorMER team. Specifically, we 
will combine these with the rest of our work 
into a new NorMER theme, which specifically 
focuses on adaptation and transformation in 
Nordic marine social-ecological systems, from 
an interdisciplinary perspective. This will be 
facilitated by linking up with collaborating 
Nordforsk-funded project, GreenMAR. This will 
include (though not be limited to) the follow-
ing actions:

� ��ĔĒĕĆėĎēČ�ĆĉĆĕęĆęĎĔē�ĘęėĆęĊČĎĊĘ�Ćēĉ�
ĘĔĈĎĆđ�ęėĆēĘċĔėĒĆęĎĔē�Ďē�ċĎĘčĊėĎĊĘǤ 
Fisheries in particular will experience both 
negative and positive consequences from 
climate change. A study will be performed 
asking how Nordic fisheries changes 
in relation to social-ecological change. 
Studying how fisheries transform can be 
facilitated by governance, thus a compari-
son will be made with Australian fisheries 
management. Australian marine govern-
ance already actively targets adaptation 
to climate change. We aim to produce this 
study in close collaboration with Prof. Keith 
Brander, the current holder of the NorMER 
Johan Hjort chair.

ഒ� ��ĚęđĎēĎēČ�Ćēĉ�ĆĕĕđĞĎēČ�ČĊēĊėĆđ�ĕėĎē-

ĈĎĕđĊĘ� Ĕċ� �ĆėĜĎēĎĆē� ĊěĔđĚęĎĔē� ęĔ�
ĘęĚĉĞ�ĆĉĆĕęĆęĎĔē�ęĔ�ĈđĎĒĆęĊ�ĈčĆēČĊǤ 
The objective in this endeavor will be to 
create a synthesis of social and natural 
science literature on adaption to climate 
change through the use of the concept of 
co-evolution. The synthesis will be used 
to integrate several of the studies already 
performed within the NorMER network.

ഓ� ��ēĈđĚĉĎēČ�ĎēċĔėĒĆęĎĔē�Ĕē�ĊĈĔđĔČĎĈĆđ�
ĉĞēĆĒĎĈĘ�Ďē�ĊĈĔēĔĒĎĈ�ĒĔĉĊđĎēČǤ Here 
we will add a regulating ecosystem service 
indicator to an already existing economic 
model for the Baltic Sea in cooperation with 
the NorMER members Emmi Nieminen and 
Marko Lindroos. We want to estimate the 
socially optimal harvesting policies and 
ecosystem structure under climate change. 
This means that we will compute a climate 
adaptation plan at a society level.

At our resent SAB mid-term evaluation meeting 
(mid Nov 2013), it was pointed out that two of 
the NorMER goals seemed to be lagging behind 
the others in terms of measureable progress. 
These are number 4 (to link to industry and 
policy managers), and 5 (to update marine eco-
system management policies to sustain healthy 
fisheries). These are undoubtedly the most chal-
lenging of our goals, but we cannot overlook 
their importance and decide the challenge 
is too great for us to achieve — of course we 
cannot. Making progress in these areas, will be 
the final keystone for NorMER to make a lasting 
impact on these important issues. In response 
to this constructive criticism, we have therefore 
decided upon an action plan to address these 
weaknesses.
౯�  We first plan to organize a joint workshop 

involving policy makers, getting NorMER 
scientists and policy makers in the same 
room talking about the changes that need 
to be made and how to achieve these 
changes, and thus to bridge the gap (not 
the least by way of ‘language’) between 
the two groups of people.

౯�  The second is to reach out to ICES and other 
EU groups that are already involved with 
managers, to get guidance from them on 
how they have fostered these successful 
relationships.

౯�  We also plan to hold a YR workshop on 
Libas, one of Norway’s largest fishing ves-
sels, where the NorMER YRs will have the 
opportunity to interact with Norwegian 
fishermen. We would also like for some 
of the NorMER YRs get involved in policy 
directly, by having internships in fisher-
ies management departments in as many 
Nordic countries as possible.

౯�  The final thing that must happen in order 
for us to fulfill these two goals is for the 
senior scientists to collaborate together 
on papers that have to do with policy and 
fisheries management.

If we move forward with these plans in the near 
future, NorMER will be in the position to make 
a lasting effect on policy as well as research in 
the Nordic region.

Ȅ��ĔēęĎēĚĆęĎĔē��ęėĆęĊČĞ�Ȅ

Despite the fact that we still have some way to 
go before we can say that we have achieved all 
of the goals of NorMER, we can already start 
thinking about what will happen after the 
initial period of funding for NorMER in June 
2016. To me, it is clear that NorMER ought to 
be continued as a Nordic centre. I am confi-
dent NorMER has an ideal Nordic position for 
taking on scientific leadership both within the 
Nordic region as well as in Europe and beyond. 
We therefore ought to aim at continued core 
funding, because the need for understanding 
how climate variation and change affect our 
marine environment and natural resources, as 
well as the need to adapt to these changes, are 

issues that will continue to be important into 
the future. These issues will surely remain at 
least as important at the end of the current 
NorMER funding as it was when we started 
three years ago. In the meantime, we have 
built — with great help from Nordforsk — a very 
well-functioning and visible centre with a well-
established network of cooperation between 
all of the Nordic countries that is already cre-
ating significant value. This represents a large 
investment by all network partners and also 
the funders. It is simply more cost effective to 
maintain these existing structures that work so 
well already than to build new ones. Now we 
are in a position to reach further then we could 
have at the beginning of the NorMER period. 
We have overcome barriers to arrive at a shared 
scientific vision, and we are on course to address 
some of the most pressing challenges facing 
Nordic marine ecosystems.

Our vision is thus to continue NorMER as a 
distributed training and research centre with 
its network of collaborating partners from all 
Nordic countries. At its core, it would — as it 
is now — be run by the management board 
(all research team leaders) with the help of an 
administrative unit. Based upon discussions 
with colleagues within NorMER, one option 
might be to allocate available funds into two 
separate pools, one large and one small, to be 
distributed to support new projects that revolve 
around NorMER’s scientific mission, and to 
support activities that sustain the centre as a 
unified entity.

The large pool of funds would be dedicated 
to early career scientist (ECS) positions. That is, 
we would build on the same mechanisms that 
proved to be especially successful in NorMER 
so as to
౯� maximize impact, the funding for any posi-
tion will be matched by an equal amount by its 
host institution. 
౯� maximize interaction, all positions must 
involve the scientific and personal collaboration 
of two institutions, at least one of which needs 
to be one of the original NorMER nodes. This 
construction opens the door for wider engage-
ment of the best scientific institutions also out-
side of the circle of original partners, while at 
the same time as it ensures that NorMER does 
not lose its unique identity.
౯� maximize unity of this distributed centre, 
every person funded by NorMER will be 
required to attend the annual meetings and 
PhD students will be required to attend joint 
courses. Finally, to maximize the training ele-
ment of NorMER, the ratio of PhD to PostDoc 
positions should be around 2 to 3 (this is larger 
than it is today, however, experience I have from 
the national centre I am chairing suggest this is 
a better ratio).
౯� ensure a high degree of continuity and 
personal consistency, the duration of PostDoc’ 
contracts ought to be three to four years.
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Together with the respective host insti-
tutions we hope to fund around 15 

PostDocs and around 10 PhD positions at any 
given time. As opposed to a consortium that 
has a given budget to distribute once and for all, 
a permanent centre will require that the budget 
distribution be a dynamic contract. This poses 
additional challenges. Therefore, we might take 
the following measures.
౯� Application of projects for PhD or PostDoc 
positions might follow a standardized proce-
dure of describing the project in one page. 
Funding decisions might be taken once a year 
from an independent and external expert panel 
(such as the existing Centre Advisory Panel).
౯� Selection shall be solely based on scientific 
merit, but eligibility to apply shall respect a rule 
that no one node accounts for more than one 
third of available positions.

The small pool of funds will be equally impor-
tant for allowing one full time administrative 
position. Having a stable administration in 
charge of keeping the centre running on a daily 
basis has proven essential for NorMER, not only 
for helping streamlining the administrative rou-
tines, but also for the branding of NorMER. The 
smaller pool of funds shall also cover additional 
funding to the NorMER PhDs and PostDocs to 
cover expenses for smaller pilot-like projects, 
workshops, meetings, and travel related to 
NorMER-activities. Decisions regarding how 
these smaller funds should be allocated should, 
as is the case within NorMER today, be done as 
non-bureaucratically as possible.

Ȅ��čĆēĐĘ�Ȅ

Many colleagues have contributed to the very 
good development of NorMER. First of all, I am 
sincerely thankful to the Young Researchers 
for their enthusiasm and dedication to make 
NorMER a true centre of excellence — driving 
excellence in ecological science, in evolution-
ary science, in economic science and in inter-
disciplinary science. Secondly, I am thankful to 
our Johan Hjort Chairs (Bob Dickson, Rashid 
Sumaila, and Keith Brander) for their inspira-
tion and guidance. Third, I am very thankful 
to the group leaders of the 10 collaborating 

institutions in the Nordic countries; in particular 
I would like to thank my co-chair, Carl Folke, for 
his help to develop NorMER as a truly interdis-
ciplinary Nordic Centre of Excellence, and the 
Center Advisory Panel (CAP), chaired this year 
by Simon Levin (see next page) and consisting 
of top-level scientists within the broad spec-
trum of fields covered by NorMER. Finally it is a 
great pleasure to thank the administrative team: 
Jason D. Whittington, the Scientific Director 
of NorMER, helps Carl Folke and me with all 
aspects of chairing NorMER — assistance span-
ning all sort of issues from the very small details 
to the larger strategic scientific and manage-
ment decisions — indeed, it would be hard to 
think of how to further develop the scientific 
platform of NorMER without the able help 
of Jason; Gry Gundersen, the Administrative 
Leader of NorMER, keeps track of the details 
of the daily administration of the centre with 
its complicated consortium agreement and 
international budget; and our new colleague, 
Anna Mazzarella, is the General Coordinator 
of NorMER and is already demonstrating her 
value by providing assistance across the many 
tasks that are necessary to lead an international 
Nordic Centre of Excellence. Without the able 
help of Jason, Gry and Anna, NorMER would 
not be the success it is today: thanks!
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�ĎĒĔē��ĊěĎē 
ԝȄ 

����������������������������������������������ǡ���������������������ǡ���� 

�������������ȋ���������������������Ȍ 
ԝȄ

�ĊĆė�ĈĔđđĊĆČĚĊĘǣ�The CAP was ext-
remely impressed with progress in 
NorMER, and especially with the work 

of a group of brilliant young scientists who fill 
the graduate student and postdoctoral posi-
tions. NorMER is doing a wonderful job with 
the development of a team of researchers of 
outstanding global quality, and the effective 
training of a new generation of researchers 
focusing on Nordic marine ecosystems.

At this mid-term point, it is time to look ahead 
to expand on the goal of building new tools 
for anticipating climate effects on these eco-
systems, and managing marine ecosystems 
more effectively.

The NorMER network is a complex adaptive 
system, and in such systems there is the poten-
tial for emergent benefits that go beyond the 
sum of the parts. One of the great features of 
the program is the opportunity it provide for 
graduate students and PostDocs, as well as 
senior investigators, to spend periods of time 
in institutions with strengths that complement 
those in their home institutions. We look for-
ward to seeing even more of these exchanges, 

as NorMER builds on its foundation to create an 
institution that will be a world leader for many 
years to come.

NorMER can go beyond static descriptions to 
aid in the development of dynamic approaches 
to marine ecosystems, go beyond discussions of 
the dynamics of individual managed popula-
tions to an integrated systems view, go beyond 
the biology and physics and chemistry to build 
integrated models of human-environmental 
systems. It can contribute to a greater appre-
ciation for the broader socio-ecological system, 
and recognizes the entire marine ecosystem as 
a complex system that provides services to and 
is impacted by human populations.

Now is the time for NorMER to build its legacy 
for the future, hopefully for its own continu-
ation, but also beyond that.
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ANNA MAZZARELLA
 —
�ĎęđĊǣ General Coordinator

 —
I am joining NorMER’s administrative team as 
the General Coordinator. I am a PhD student at 
the University of Oslo and will be working for 
NorMER half time and finishing my PhD with the 
other half of my time. I’m very excited to work 
with the NorMER team on their goal of bringing 
together different Nordic scientists hoping to 
answer important questions about marine eco-
systems and climate change. My own research 
is also tangentially related to the work being 
done at NorMER; I am currently working on the 
genomics of adaptation in a small marine and 
freshwater fish, the threespined stickleback. 
I think that working with the people at NorMER 
will be synergistic with my own research, and 
that I will be able to bring to the table my skills 
for organization and editing to help NorMER 
run smoothly and efficiently.
 —
�ĔĒĊ�ĎēĘęĎęĚęĎĔēǣ 
������������������ǡ�������
 —

ELISABETH ISAKSEN
 —
�ĎĘĘĊėęĆęĎĔē�ĜĔėĐĎēČ�ęĎęđĊǣ 
�������������������������������
���������ǣ������������������������-
������������������������������
 —
The incentive for individuals to overexploit 
common pool resources is a well-known phe-
nomenon. The misguided incentives often 
lead to the Tragedy of the Commons, where 
a common pool resource is overexploited and 
potential rents are depleted. A resource par-
ticularly prone to the ill consequences of the 
common pool is fisheries. Climate change rep-
resents an additional challenge, as it adds to 
the inherent uncertainty and fluctuations in 
the stock. The impacts of climate change will 
be unevenly distributed throughout the world, 
and some regions are especially vulnerable 
because ecosystem resilience is low, or local 

institutions are ill-equipped to adapt to chang-
ing conditions.

In my PhD project I will investigate the man-
agement of common pool resources, taking 
into account the multiple feedbacks between 
climatic, institutional and ecological forces. 
The project will in particular analyze what role 
formal institutions (e.g., regulations, subsidies, 
private property rights) and informal institu-
tions (e.g., social norms, peer behavior, social 
status) play in the successful management of 
common pool resources, such as marine eco-
systems. The project will rely on both empirical 
methods and laboratory experiments in order 
to disentangle the various aspects of sustain-
able resource use.
 —
�ĆĎē�ĘĚĕĊėěĎĘĔėǣ 
�����������������ǡ���������������
���������ǡ�������������������ǡ�������Ǥ

�ĔǦĘĚĕĊėěĎĘĔėĘǣ 
������������ǡ������������������������ǡ�
������������������ǡ�������Ǥ 
 

�����������������������ǡ������������
��������������������������������������
ȋ����Ȍǡ�������������������������ǡ�
������������������ǡ�������Ǥ
 —

EVANDRO MALANSKI
 —
�ĎęđĊǣ�����������������������ȋMallotus 
villosusȌ���������
���������������
 —
Capelin (Mallotus villosus) is a small, pelagic fish 
that forms large schools, inhabiting cold waters 
in the northern hemisphere (circumpolar distri-
bution). They are found around Greenland both 
along the west and east coasts, near the coast, 
in fjords and in the open sea. They have a central 
role in the food web of northern seas as a key 
prey species for several commercial and non-
commercial species. A collapse in their stocks 
could be catastrophic to the environment, and 
countries whose economies are based in fishery 
resources, such as Greenland.

In spite of the key ecological role of capelin, 

very little is known about its biology and espe-
cially about its early life history. There is a lack 
of knowledge about the factors that control 
the survival of early life stages of capelin. In this 
sense, the overall aim of this study is to generate 
new knowledge about the early life history and 
growth of the capelin.

Investigations from this project will reveal 
relationships between survival success of 
capelin larvae and planktonic food web. 
Contributing to the knowledge of marine 
planktonic food webs and understanding the 
complex ontogenetic development of this 
important fish species will demonstrate inter-
actions within the plankton community and 
show the importance in investigating different 
life stages of organisms, especially in this highly 
vulnerable environment to climatic changes. 
The results obtained should be useful to manag-
ers and decision-takers in Greenland.
 —
�ĆĎē�ĘĚĕĊėěĎĘĔėǣ 
�������
�������������ǡ���������ǡ�
�������������������������������

�ĔǦĘĚĕĊėěĎĘĔėǣ 
����������ǡ���������ǡ�����������
���������������������
 —

͔͕�Ȅ����������������
͔͖�Ȅ������������������
͔͗�Ȅ�����������������
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Iē�ęčĎĘ�project, we will explore the sensi-
tivity of important harvested fish popula-
tions to changes in age- or size-structure in 

response to deterministic (human harvesting 
and predation) and stochastic (environment) 
pressures. This project aims to apply advanced 
population modelling approaches at differ-
ent levels of the food web, from plankton to 
harvested marine fishes and the seabirds that 
depend on them, to update the ecosystem 
models used in Nordic seas and to generate a 
better overview of how marine ecosystems can 
respond to environmental stressors.

Marine ecosystems are shaped by complex 
and interactive forces, including the removal 
of individuals by exploitation and predation 
pressures, the interaction within and between 
species, and the effects of climate (natural and 
human-induced) changes on species popula-
tion dynamics. For the purposes of manag-
ing our fisheries, understanding whether the 
fluctuations observed in fish stocks arise from 
deterministic or stochastic forces is a key issue. 
However, this apparently simple issue has 
remained a challenge because the effects of 
these pressures interact with the climate effects. 
Indeed, we know that modifications to marine 
fish stocks due to exploitation affect their inter-
nal dynamics and alter their response to the 
environment. Populations exposed to high 
exploitation rates experience a selective pro-
cess that targets larger/older individuals, which 
can lead to a truncation of the demographic 

structure of fish populations, with serious short- 
and long-term implications for fish populations. 
Through the removal of older individuals, better 
spawners in quantity and quality, the reproduc-
tive potential of populations decrease, which 
increases their dependency upon young 
age-classes. Since the environment typically 
affects the early life stages of fish populations, 
fish stock recruitment becomes increasingly 
sensitive to environmental variability. Age-
structured populations, such as in fish, thus 
behave as filters of environmental fluctuations. 
This dynamic suggests that the use of broad 
ecosystem models, which often do not account 
for age- or size-structured populations, may not 
adequately represent changes that are occur-
ring in our marine ecosystems.

Indeed, on a much broader scale, marine 
ecosystems are highly complex and difficult to 
assess in their totality, with impacts from cli-
mate changes occurring at all trophic levels and 
with a variety of possible responses. Changes in 
population demographics, or even species loss, 
are expected to further accelerate changes in 
ecosystem processes, but it is unclear how these 
effects, combined with the more direct effects 
of other forms of environmental change, are 
altering ecosystem function. To have an over-
view of the health and function of our marine 
ecosystems, we should evaluate indicators 
that can provide aggregated information on 
changes that may be occurring. One approach 
to doing this is to use selected animals as 

CHARACTERIZING THE RESILIENCE AND 
SENSITIVITY OF MARINE POPULATIONS 

AND ECOSYSTEMS TO EXPLOITATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURES

Ȅ

ĆĘĔē��Ǥ��čĎęęĎēČęĔē

‘sentinels’ because they are sensitive to envi-
ronmental changes. High trophic level animals 
typically have large food web interactions and 
are usually long-lived, both features making 
them particularly valuable bio-indicators of 
environmental changes and/or extreme events. 
By selectively monitoring species such as the 
kittiwake (Rissa spp) and guillemot (Uria spp), 
which are predators dependant on important 
fisheries species (juvenile herring, capelin, 
larval cod), we may be able to gain a unique 
overview of marine ecosystem changes occur-
ring as the result of fisheries exploitation and 
environmental pressures.

While many studies focus on fisheries, or sea-
birds, or other variables related to marine 
ecosystem health, most approach each 

ĆĘĔē��Ǥ��čĎęęĎēČęĔē 
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system in isolation. In this project, we 
bring together the data and expertise 

necessary to assess northern marine ecosystem 
function and resilience at multiple levels of the 
food web. Studying the population dynamics 
of both fishery species and seabirds in the con-
text of fisheries exploitation and environmental 
variability, including data on climate-induced 
impacts on plankton availability with its cas-
cade of effects through the rest of the food web, 
can reveal valuable information on the health 
or our Nordic marine ecosystems.

Prof. Louis Botsford and Prof. Alan Hastings 
at the University of California at Davis and the 
Bodega Marine Laboratory have developed a 
framework to study these systems, thus provid-
ing a consistent approach to study the theoreti-
cal aspects of the exploitation/climate interac-
tion. This interaction has profound implications 
for the effects of climate on marine ecosystems. 
While recent literature advocates for its study, 
these important issues have not yet been 
directly and thoroughly addressed. Thus, this 
project proposes to investigate both theoretical 
and empirical aspects of the climate/exploita-
tion interaction with fish stocks and dependent 
seabird populations to better assess ongoing 
changes in Nordic marine ecosystems.

This proposed project will use recent devel-
opments in population dynamics theory com-
bined with an extensive time series analyses 
to provide a thorough investigation and an 
evaluation of the implications of the climate/
exploitation interaction. Theoretical expecta-
tions will be matched with empirical observa-
tions through the extensive analysis of a large 
fisheries database.

�ĔđđĆćĔėĆęĔėĘ
ԝȄ
�ėĔċǤ��ĔĚĎĘ��ĔęĘċĔėĉ, 

���������������
��������ǡ�	����Ƭ�
Conservation 

�������ǡ������������
�����������������������
and the Bodega 

�����������������Ǥ

�ėĔċǤ��đĆē��ĆĘęĎēČĘ, 

���������������
����������������������

����������ǡ������������
����������������������Ǥ

�ėǤ��čĔėĘęĊē�
�đĊēĈĐēĊėǡ�����������
�����������������Ǥ

�ėǤ��ĴđĎēĊ��Ċ��ĔčĊĈ, 

��������������ϐ�����
���������Ǥ

��������ǡ���������������������ǯ��
���������ȋUria lomviaȌ�
������������������ϐ���������������������������������ǡ�
��������������������ǡ��������ǡ������������Ǥ�����������Ǧ
���������������������������������������������������Ǧ
�����������������������������������������������������Ǥ
ԝȄ
�čĔęĔČėĆĕč�ćĞ��ĎēĉĞ��ĔėēĊę
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TčĊ�ċĚēĉĆĒĊēęĆđ�challenge of green 
growth is to use our renewable natural 
resources more efficiently while ensur-

ing that ecosystems continue to function well. 
Marine ecosystems — if harvested efficiently 
and sustainably — provide unique opportuni-
ties to meet the growing global demand for 
healthy and nutritious food. Yet overexploita-
tion, climate change and other anthropogenic 
stressors are challenging sustainable develop-
ment. How can the ecological and social com-
ponents of complex marine systems adapt to 
these growing stress factors?

The GreenMAR project brings together an 
interdisciplinary research team of Nordic, US, 
Russian and Dutch researchers and a lead-
ing Nordic fishing company to enhance the 
relevance and benefit of the research. A wide 
array of disciplines will facilitate information 
production that will provide recommenda-
tions for improved marine harvesting strate-
gies. Climatologists and oceanographers will 
provide state-of-the-art model results on how 
climate affects sea-surface temperature, ocean 
circulation and freshwater run-off. Modelled 
and observed environmental data will be com-
bined with biological time series to learn about 

effects on fish populations, with particular focus 
on possible critical thresholds of climate change 
and fishing impacts. Sociologists will study how 
fishers adapt to changes in their environment.

GreenMAR will integrate these insights into 
social-ecological models to quantify how eco-
system properties such as resilience, sustain-
ability, and viability will be affected by future 
climate change. Bio-economic models will be 
developed alongside this to predict the eco-
nomic effects of climate change and to inves-
tigate how industry and regulation can cost-
effectively adapt.

This multidisciplinary approach will provide 
valuable knowledge towards ensuring the sus-
tainable management of our oceans securing 
that they can be a catalyst for green growth. 
Moreover, GreenMAR will emphasize training 
and communication in order to develop a new 
generation of scientists, administrators and 
industrialists with multidisciplinary skills.

This consortium may contribute profoundly 
to the competitiveness of the Nordic region 
both scientifically and in terms of producing 
knowledge needed to secure sustainable man-
agement of common resources. GreenMAR fur-
ther strengthens the links between academia, 
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industry and other stakeholders within the topic 
of Green Growth, through the involvement of 
Havfisk ASA and the environmental NGO, WWF 
Norway. Finally, GreenMAR is strongly devoted 
to hands-on training of young researchers: they 
will get a wide range of workshops and courses 
in education, innovation and communication, 
with emphasis on outreach. All seminars are 
open for other scientists to attend/apply, and 
also to the public where feasible. GreenMAR 
will thus contribute to educate, facilitate and 
encourage a new generation of scientists in an 
era with demand for green growth.

�čĊ�đĎēĐ�ęĔ�NorMER
ԝȄ
GreenMAR and NorMER 

are two separate, but 

strongly cooperative and 

�����������������������
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���������������������
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ԝȄ

GREEN GROWTH BASED ON 
MARINE RESOURCES: ECOLOGICAL 

AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
CONSTRAINTS (GreenMAR)
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SCIENTIFIC 
FRAMEWORK
 —

NorMER will evaluate the risks and 
opportunities of the effects of climate 
change on fisheries in the Nordic 
region, with a particular focus on the 
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), a species 
of ecologi cal and economic importance 
throughout our region. The individual 
projects are designed to fit within (for 
PhDs) or between (for PostDocs) four 
Thematic clusters within our scientific 
framework.
 —

NorMER’S GRAND 
CHALLENGES:
COD AS A MODEL OF 
CLIMATE CHANGE 
IMPACTS
 —

͕Ǥ�  Develop a comprehensive model of 
physical processes and their inter-
actions with marine food webs.

͖Ǥ�  Define the importance of lower 
trophic levels and their influence 
on harvested species.

͗Ǥ�  Detail the drivers, patterns, and 
trends of harvested populations.

͘Ǥ�  Create guidelines for optimal man-
agement of marine resources to 
maximize profit and yield, now and 
in the future.

This will be done for all northern seas.
 —
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Develop a comprehensive model 
of physical processes and their 
interactions with marine food webs.
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SčĆđđĔĜ� ĜĆęĊėĘ� are usually 
productive, as light is not limiting 
for phytobenthic habitats. Highly 

productive coastal areas are central 
for the benthos-fish link as a majority 
of fishes reproduce and feed on often 
ample benthos in these habitats during 
at least part of their life-cycle. During 
the last decades, environmental change 
has altered most marine ecosystems, 
and usually the effects are pronounced 
in shallow waters and in coastal areas. 
In the Baltic Sea, eutrophication, and 
more recently also climate change, 
constitute two major structuring fac-
tors. Eutrophication has increased the 
overall pelagic primary production, 
decreased photic depth and risk of low 
oxygen levels in bottom water, while 
climate-related temperature increase 
and lower salinity have contributed to 
the ecosystem changes in both offshore 
and coastal areas.¹-4 The combined effect 
of these two factors may be important, 
as temperature can have a positive 
effect on pelagic primary production, 
strengthening eutrophication.5

This study, covering three decades 
(from early 1980s), provides examples 
of how fish and their food resource, ben-
thos, have changed as a consequence 
of climate change and eutrophication 
in a northern Baltic Sea study area that 
comprises a mosaic of hard and soft sub-
strates and variable depths. Vegetated 
habitats are common in shallow photic 
areas, while benthos dominate in the 
soft substrates in deeper areas. The fish 
community consists of both marine and 
warm-water coastal species, and over 
95 % of the fish community feed on ben-
thos in these habitats. The response of 
benthos and benthic feeding fishes to 

changing environmental variables was 
analysed over years and across depths. 
The results from the gill-net monitor-
ing shows that during the 1980s the 
response of fish in the photic, shallow 
waters was solely driven by the increas-
ing eutrophication ȏċĎČǤ� ͕Ȑ. This is a 
pattern that is confirmed by previous 
studies6 saying that eutrophication was 

the major driver of change in the coastal 
fish community during the 1980–1990s. 
However, after this period the structur-
ing role of eutrophication has been less 
pronounced. Instead, temperature and 
Secchi depths have been negatively 
related, with decreasing photic depth 
as water temperature has been rising. 
Temperature has also started to influ-
ence fish, as the response pattern of fish 
has changed to a predominately nega-
tive response to temperature ȏċĎČǤ�͖Ȑ. 
But this is a pattern that only holds in 
shallow waters. In deeper water >6 m, 
the response to temperature has been 
positive during this period, indicating 
that the climate effect has become 
stronger and currently is overriding 
eutrophication as the major driver of 
this coastal ecosystem. The response 
of fish to temperature seems to be 
habitat (depth) specific, in that it can be 
viewed as a shift in vertical distribution. 
For example, in cold summers many 
warm-water fishes have a narrow ver-
tical distribution and a majority of the 
population is found in shallow, warm 
habitats. During warm summers, fishes 
may expand their feeding habitats to 
deeper aphotic waters (not shown). As a 
consequence of warmer waters, there is 
a change in habitat preference to cooler, 
yet warming aphotic habitats. These ver-
tical shifts in fish abundance may reduce 
food competition in shallow and 
warm waters.

HOW EUTROPHICATION AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECT 
COASTAL FISH AND BENTHOS
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NETWORK ANALYSIS ON 
ECOLOGICAL NETWORKS AND 
NORDIC MARINE RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

TčĊ�ęčėĊĆęĘ�that marine regions 
are facing due to increasing 
atmospheric greenhouse gases 

are historically unprecedented. Modern 
marine resource management calls for 
social-ecological system perspective 
and integration of ecosystem ecology 
in decision-making. Marine ecosystems 
are now seen as dynamic systems where 
changes are to be expected, requiring 
flexible management strategies. A com-
plex systems perspective (in which ele-
ments of one system link to elements of 
another system) has become an impor-
tant approach for linking the ecologi-
cal resilience to governance structures, 
economics and society.

The goal of my PhD project is to 
study the impact of climate on marine 
resources in the Nordic region in the 
context of multiple drivers, and to test 
new methodological approaches to 
analyse the structural patterns of inter-
actions in marine social-ecological sys-
tems. I am using the tools of ecological 
and social network analyses to combine 
food web dynamics with social dynam-
ics. Network analysis, based on graph 
theory and statistics, is applied to quan-
tify and investigate interactions, and so it 
provides means to study complex social-
ecological systems, such as overfishing. 
My study strives to meet two purposes: 
first, there is a need for more knowledge 
and predictions on the resilience and 
response of marine ecosystems and 
resources to climate change, especially 
from the multiple drivers perspective, 
and second, the integrative method of 
combining food web dynamics with 
institutional, economic and societal 
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However, in deep waters, the ben-
thos shows an opposite, declin-

ing trend in total biomass. This decline 
is likely linked to climate change as it 
coincides well with the start of declin-
ing salinity around year 2000. Lower 
biomass of benthos indicates a poten-
tial food shortage for benthic feeding 
fish. The shortage in food resources for 
fish may be amplified with future envi-
ronmental change, as recent models5,7 
predict increased pelagic primary pro-
duction and decreasing photic depths 
that may be detrimental for the benthic 
production in shallow waters, as well 
as decreasing oxygen levels in deeper 
waters. Thus, these trophic links may be 
further affected by multiple stressors.
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dynamics will provide new approaches 
to analyse their interactions.

The first step in my research plan was 
to test new ecological network analy-
sis tools on food webs. During the first 
year of my PhD project we published a 
paper (Tomczak et al., 2013) testing the 
applicability of ecological network indi-
ces on the central Baltic Sea food web, 
specifically during the regime shift of 
the late-1980s. The chosen ecological 
network analysis indices and ecosystem 
indicators describe changes in ecosys-
tem properties and food web dynamics 
in terms of resilience, food web structure 
and fisheries. The analysis demonstrated 
that the ecological network indices suc-
ceeded in detecting the 1980s regime 
shift, and two different ecosystem 
regimes were distinguished. The study 
also highlighted the importance of the 
cumulative nature of drivers; anthropo-
genic stressors need to be analysed in 
combination with environmental drivers 
and ecosystem characteristics.

The second paper (Niiranen et al., 
2013) that I co-authored this year was 
a multimodel approach to analyse the 
combined potential effects of climate 
change, nutrients and fishing on the 
future central Baltic Sea food web. This 
multimodel approach included region-
ally downscaled global climate models, 
nutrient load scenarios, regional bioge-
ochemical models, Ecopath with Ecosim 
food web model and cod fishing. Many 
climate variables and species biomasses 
were projected to levels unseen in the 
past. Our study pointed out the impor-
tance of regional management, and 
showed that the regional drivers have 
large impact on defining the Baltic Sea 
future, but climate-induced hydrody-
namic changes still set boundaries for 
food web structure and function.

Additionally, we tested network anal-
ysis on marine regime shifts and eco-
system services, and have a paper cur-
rently in review. This work also resulted 
in two new regime shift case studies 

written by me for the online database 
(���Ǥ������������Ǥ���).

The next step in my research is to test 
novel social network analysis tools for 
coupling of two Baltic Sea food webs, 
and studying their responses to the 
changing climate. The aim is to take into 
consideration the ecological roles, food 
web structure and species interactions 
in ecosystem resilience across spatial 
scales. In the future I will move my focus 
more into adaptive capacity research, as 
the marine ecosystem changes affect 
human communities, and the reaction of 
humans can amplify or mitigate marine 
ecosystem changes. I will look for pos-
sibilities to use the network analysis to 
integrate the ecological and social net-
works of marine resource management.

Besides this, I have participated in 
several courses and seminars, a couple 
of workshops, the young researchers’ 
NorMER project, and produced posts 
for the NorMER blog and Twitter. I had 

opportunities to meet interesting sci-
entists in several occasions, and during 
the NorMER annual meeting in Iceland, 
new collaboration plans were made 
with my node exchange university. In 
the coming year I’m looking forward to 
starting the next phase of my research 
project, and going to Åbo Akademi for 
the node exchange.
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CđĎĒĆęĊǦĉėĎěĊē� ĈčĆēČĊ� has 
become a severe threat to coastal 
ecosystems over the past dec-

ades.¹ Factors such as rising temperature 
and decreasing salinity, coupled with 
eutrophication, force a reorganization 
of benthic habitats and communities, 
especially in the land-locked, low-saline 
environment of the Baltic Sea.² While 
serving as important food-resource for 
fish, zoobenthos plays a crucial role in 
energy acquisition for higher trophic 
levels.³-5 In our study we analyse tempo-
ral trends in the development of coastal 
zoobenthic communities in relation to 
climate induced environmental change 
using a long-term data set which spans 

40 years (1973–2013), and is assembled 
around the Åland islands in the Northern 
Baltic Sea. With its highly mosaic-struc-
tured geography, the Åland archipelago 
creates a heterogeneous environment 
with steep gradients of abiotic parame-
ters, comparable with patterns found in 
the entire Baltic Sea,6 and serves there-
fore as model area for understanding 
general aspects on larger spatial scales.

We analyzed 39 sampling sites 
ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĆȐ covering different depth strata 
(5–38 m) and exposure gradients. The 
pattern of biomass progression within 
the system results in three main trends: 
1) a decrease of benthic fauna in shal-
low waters < 10 m ȏċĎČǤ�͕ćȐ, 2) biomass 

remaining similar over time in waters 
between 10 and 20 m ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĈȐ, and 3) 
an increasing trend of biomass in areas 
> 20 m ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĉȐ.

For revealing the driving factors of 
this pattern we used generalized addi-
tive models (GAM). Preliminary results 
indicate that the biomass decline of 
benthic fauna in shallow waters ȏċĎČǤ�͖Ȑ 
seems to mainly be driven by rising tem-
perature (~2°C since the 1970s) and 
decreasing salinity (~1.5 ppt since the 
1970s) (data not shown). In deeper habi-
tats, the change in temperature was less 
pronounced and seems less influential. 
Potential drivers of the increasing trend 
in zoobenthic biomass appear to be 

WHAT DRIVES CHANGES IN ZOOBENTHIC COMMUNITIES? 
TEMPORAL TRENDS AND DRIVING ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS BEHIND 
PROGRESSION PATTERNS OF BENTHIC FAUNA OVER FOUR DECADES
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increasing organic matter contents of 
the sediment, and moderate levels of 
total nitrogen concentration in bottom 
waters ȏċĎČǤ�͗Ȑ.

Understanding the influences a 
changing environment has on benthic 
communities is crucial to making predic-
tions about its current and future role in 
the coastal food web, particularly with 
regards to the link between benthos 
and fish. With this knowledge, we will 
eventually be able to create a coastal 
food-web model and further combine 
coastal and offshore dynamics by taking 
a snapshot of the systems and linking 
their main energy flows using ecosys-
tem modeling tools. We want to com-
pare and convert our coastal food-web 
model to an established offshore model 
to ultimately be able to apply climate 
change scenarios to the highly produc-
tive coastal regions, which are usually 
the white spot areas of climate- and 
food-web models.

Response Predictor edf F-value p-value

total biomass temperature 2.41 6.594 < 0.02*
total biomass salinity 1 8.616 < 0.0006***
Deviance explained =70%
R-sq.(adj) =0.657

edf, estimated degrees of  freedom for the model terms
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 
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Response Predictor edf F-value p-value

total biomass organic content 1 6.594 < 0.02*
total biomass total nitrogen 1 8.616 < 0.01**
total biomass temperature 1.404 0.497 0.58
Deviance explained = 35.4%
R-sq.(adj) = 0.28

edf, estimated degrees of  freedom for the model terms
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 
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trophic levels and their influence 
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FĔė� ēĊĆėđĞ� a century, fisher-
ies scientists have discussed the 
relationship between environ-

mental variability and productivity in 
marine fish and have recognized that 
recruitment success — which has a high 
interannual variability — is largely deter-
mined during the early life stages (Hjort, 
1914). Individual growth and survival of 
fish larvae is linked to several abiotic 
and biotic environmental parameters. 
Temperature and prey abundance are 
often considered the most influential 
environmental factors on the growth 
and survival of larval fish, but behaviour 
may be an important factor in how the 
environment translates into recruitment 
success (Jørgensen et al. in press).

In this study a general mechanistic 
optimality model is used to understand 
the relationship between temperature 
and prey availability for larval Atlantic 
cod Gadus morhua behaviour, growth, 
survival and thereby recruitment suc-
cess. The model finds the behaviour that 
maximizes survival to a given size.

A state-dependent optimality model 
for the behaviour of larval cod in vertical 

environmental gradients developed by 
Fiksen and Jørgensen (2011) is extended 
to incorporate vertical gradients of tem-
perature and stochastic prey density. 
For each temperature and prey density 
combination, we first find the optimal 
vertical migration and foraging activity 
for all state combinations. Thereafter, we 
simulated individuals following optimal 
strategies, starting from first feeding at 
a body length of 5 mm and continuing 
until they reached a size of 15 mm while 
we track internal states (gut fullness and 
body size), habitat choice, behaviour 
and survival.

Our main question is how optimal 
behaviour, growth and survival of larval 
cod change with vertical temperatures 
profiles and variable prey density. We 
therefore present results for a low food 
(3 mg prey m–3)–low temperature (2°C), 
high food (10 mg prey m–3)–low tem-
perature, low food–high temperature 
(9°C) and a high food–high temperature 
scenario ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĆȐ.

Results show that first-feeding 
larvae remain close to the surface in 
all scenarios of temperature and food 

availability ȏċĎČǤ�͕ćȐ. As they are small, 
they are not so vulnerable to visual 
predation and could remain closer to 
the surface to feed and sustain their 
high weight-specific metabolic energy 
demands. Larger larvae were deeper 
ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĈȐ; they descended to deeper and 
darker habitats to avoid predation risk 
from visual predators. In warmer waters 
they became more active, searching for 
food to sustain their metabolic cost 
and avoid growth reductions due to 
starvation. Faster growth rates follow 
with the increase in temperature. In rela-
tion to feeding performance there was 
no strong relationship between prey 
density and growth ȏċĎČǤ�͖ĆȐ. Generally, 
higher survival was observed in sce-
narios of high food availability, despite 
a minor difference in growth rates 
ȏċĎČǤ�͖ćȐ. Warm, low food gave similar 
survival as compared to cold, high food 
even if the first scenario involved much 
shorter stage duration.

Warmer water raises the metabolic 
demand for food and increased forag-
ing involves an increased risk of 
predation; thus the total effect on 

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND FOOD ON LARVAL COD SURVIVAL: 
A MODEL FOR BEHAVIOUR IN VERTICAL GRADIENTS

�ĆĉĎĆ�	ĔĚğĆĎ
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survival from temperature is not 
obvious. This model emphasises 

that food availability is more important 
for survival and recruitment success 
than for growth and could increase 
larval survival even at concentrations 
beyond the physiological satiation 
density. It also predicts that increasing 
temperature leads to faster growth and 
higher survival, but only if there is suf-
ficient availability and quality of food.
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WĊ�čĆěĊ�analysed a recently 
digitized Russian zooplank-
ton dataset covering Atlantic 

waters of the north-east Norwegian 
Sea and the south-west Barents Sea, 
spanning from 1959 to 1993. We inves-
tigated temperature associations in 
�Ǥ�ϔ����������� abundance, and how 
associations differ 1) between sepa-
rate life-stages, 2) across geographical 
areas and 3) throughout the spring and 
summer seasons.

The Barents Sea (BS) is a highly pro-
ductive Arctic shelf sea, especially 
south-west areas connected to the 
Norwegian Sea (NS).¹ The copepod 
�������� ϔ����������� is widely distri-
buted in these areas, and is an important 
food source for many animals, includ-
ing commercially important fish species 
such as capelin and cod.² It normally 
has a one-year life cycle during which it 
develops from eggs to adult copepods 
(CVI) through six nauplii stages (NI-NVI) 
and five copepodite stages (CI-CV).

The BS experienced pronounced tem-
perature variability during the second 
half of the 20th century.³ Spatial and 
temporal variation in zooplankton bio-
mass has been observed, but long-term 
data have been scarce.² Previous studies 
based on a limited number of years and/
or a limited area failed to show strong 
associations between temperature and 
zooplankton dynamics.4,5
�Ǥ� ϔ����������� abundance data 

were collected bi-annually (April–May 
and June–July) between 1959 and 1993 
in north-east NS and south-west BS 

TEMPERATURE — 
ZOOPLANKTON ASSOCIATIONS 
IN THE BARENTS SEA VARY 
ON TEMPORAL, SPATIAL AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL SCALES
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by PINRO.6 Specimens were usually 
assigned to one of the 12 life stages. 
Local temperature anomalies were cal-
culated based on temperature estimates 
from a hydrodynamic model (ROMS) 
corresponding to the date and position 
of zooplankton samples. Associations 
between temperature and abundance 
of a given �Ǥ�ϔ����������� stage were 
explored using statistical models (GAMs) 
with different levels of complexity: In the 
simplest case we assumed that tempera-
ture has a similar additive effect on log 
scale abundances across the sampled 
area, but that the effect might differ 
between spring and summer. More com-
plex models included spatially varying 
coefficient models, where the response 
to temperature was assumed to be linear 
at any given location, but allowed to 
vary with geographical position. Finally, 
we investigated associations between 
temperature and phenology by model-
ling the effect of temperature as a linear 
function that could vary as a smooth 
function of both geographical posi-
tion and day-of-year. Predictions from 
this model visualize abundances of a 
given �Ǥ� ϔ����������� stage through-
out the spring and summer seasons in 
colder-than-average and warmer-than-
average years.

The relationship between tem-
perature and abundance differed 
among stages and between seasons. 
Temperature anomalies were positively 
associated with abundances of younger 
copepodites (CI-CIV) in spring, but neg-
atively in summer (i.e. warmer springs 
and colder summers associated with 
increased numbers of CI-CIV) ȏċĎČǤ� ͕Ȑ. 
Abundances of older copepod ites and 
adults (CV-CVI) were positively corre-
lated with temperature in both spring 
and summer. Results from the spatially 
varying linear model indicated spatial 
variation in the temperature association, 
although the model’s predictive per-
formance was generally not improved 
compared to a simple additive model. 

	ĎČĚėĊ�͕ǣ������������������������������������������ȋ�Ǧ����Ȍ 
��������������ȋ���������Ȍ�����Ǥ�ϔ�������������������ȋ�Ǧ����Ȍ 
��������������������Ǥ

Positive temperature anomalies were 
associated with increased abundances 
of CI-CIII across the study area in spring, 
but a decrease in the south and west 
BS in summer. Abundances of older 
copepodites seemed to shift to a more 
eastern distribution associated with 
positive temperature anomalies. The 
model including spatio-temporal varia-
tion in the temperature effect indicated 
that in addition to associations with the 
magnitude of zooplankton abundances, 
temperature anomalies correlate with 
shifts in seasonal dynamics for younger 
stages, with abundance peaks appear-
ing earlier during warmer-than-average 
years ȏċĎČǤ�͖Ȑ.

In summary, our results suggest that 
�Ǥ�ϔ����������� dynamics are associated 
with temperature in different manners 
across time, space and developmental 
stages. Studies focusing on aggregated 
species data might fail to detect ecologi-
cal effects of climate variation.
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VERTICAL POSITIONING OF 
COD, HADDOCK AND SAITHE 
EGGS IN ICELANDIC WATERS

�ēĉĊėĘęĆēĉĎēČ� ęčĊ� vertical 
positioning of eggs is an impor-
tant precursor to elucidating 

dispersal pathways, settlement loca-
tion and early life-stage survival. Owing 
to variation in the direction and ampli-
tude of currents throughout the water 
column, eggs separated by small vertical 
distances can take vastly different drift 
trajectories, which can ultimately lead 
to different spatial locations during the 
first feeding ‘critical period’ (Hjort, 1914).

An egg’s vertical position is an out-
come of interactions between the physi-
cal environment and physical properties 
of the egg. Two such properties are egg 
density (ρ) and diameter (d); these prop-
erties affect the eggs terminal velocity — 
the velocity an egg ascends/descends 
when its buoyancy (density difference 
between the egg and its surrounding 
environment) balances against the fric-
tional drag of its movement. Together 
with vertical mixing, the terminal veloc-
ity is an essential ingredient to under-
standing the vertical positioning of eggs.

�ĎđđĎĆĒ��ĚęđĊė
ԝȄ
NorMER�����
student, Iceland 

����������ǡ��������
ԝȄ

In Icelandic waters, the main spawn-
ing grounds for cod (Gadus morhua), 
haddock (�������������������ϔ����) 
and saithe (Pollachius virens) are in the 
southwest. Despite spatial and temporal 
overlap in spawning activity, there are 
distinct differences between the three 
species. Cod and haddock spawn closer 
to shore than saithe, and sequential 
spawning is evident between the three 
species; saithe in February–April, cod in 
March–May and haddock in April–May. 
Yet little is known how these differences 
benefit each species, whether they pro-
vide suitable conditions for first feeding, 
successful transport to settlement areas 
or other means of maximizing survival 
of the early-life stages. In this study, we 
conducted laboratory experiments to 
estimate physical properties of haddock 
and saithe eggs. Combining the dataset 
with archival cod data, we used a one-
dimensional vertical model to examine 
how these properties affect the vertical 
positioning of eggs.

Saithe and haddock eggs were sam-
pled at known spawning grounds in the 
southwest during the 2012 spawning 
season, and combined with archive data 
on cod from 2010 (Guðmundsdóttir 2012). 
Eggs were stripped from wild-spawn-
ing fish aboard commercial fishing 
vessels, fertilized in vitro, and batches 

(corresponding to individual females) 
were stored in separate hatching silos 
at the Marine Research Institute’s mari-
culture laboratory at Staður. Specific 
gravity was estimated using a density-
gradient column following the protocol 
set out by Coombs (1981). Measurements 
were taken separately for each batch on 
each measurement day. High resolution 
photographs were taken of separate 
samples to estimate egg diameter and 
assess egg quality and development. 
The resulting data provided time-
series measurements of specific gravity 
and diameter for multiple females of 
each species.

Following data exploration, the 
results were analysed using a gener-
alized additive mixed effects model 
(GAMM), fitted using Simon Wood’s 
mgcv R package. Day-post-fertilisation 
(DPF), female length, batch and species 
were the explanatory variables (mean 
egg area was an additional explanatory 
variable for specific gravity). Species 
was a fixed effect (three levels), female 
length and mean egg area were treated 
as linear effects and smooths were 
fit across DPF for each species. As 
each batch was measured repeatedly 
and unique to each species, this was 
included as a random effect.

Species was a significant predictor 
of specific gravity and diameter with 
saithe eggs being considerably smaller 
and less dense than the others ȏċĎČǤ�͕Ȑ. 
Mean egg area was a significant predic-
tor of specific gravity, whereas female 
length was a non-significant predictor 
of both responses. Smoothed fit across 
DFP were significant for each species for 
both responses.

The results were used as inputs to 
a one-dimensional vertical model to 
explore the vertical positioning of eggs 
under different environmental condi-
tions. The model was formulated by 
Sunby (1983) and is based on a trans-
port equation with convection 
determined by the eggs terminal 
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velocity and diffusion modeled 
by Fick’s law. The VertEgg toolbox 

(Adlandsvik, 1998) was used to imple-
ment the model.

All eggs are positively buoyant and 
the range of specific gravities has a 
greater impact on the terminal veloc-
ity, and hence the mean depth, than 
the range of diameters ȏċĎČĘǤ�͖�Ćēĉ�͗Ȑ. 
Due to their lower specific gravity, saithe 
eggs have the greatest terminal veloc-
ity and a higher position in the water 
column, whereas haddock and cod have 
fairly similar velocities and depth ranges. 
Despite the significant differences found 
in the empirical measurements, the 

mean depth of the eggs is fairly similar 
between species. Although large dispar-
ity is seen at low levels of mixing and 
high specific gravities (ɏ95) when the 
buoyancy term for cod and haddock is 
lower than saithe. The level of mixing 
has an important role in determining the 
vertical position, pushing eggs down 
from 0–10 m at zero mixing to 35–60 m 
at full mixing.

Results indicate that saithe eggs 
inhabit a higher vertical position pri-
marily driven by vertical mixing. Cod 
and haddock eggs have similar depth 
ranges with the interaction between 
specific gravity and mixing important 

in determining egg depth. Further work 
incorporating environmental gradients 
and temporal changes in egg properties 
into the model is in progress; this will 
help elucidate habitat specific differ-
ences in the vertical egg distributions. 
The results will also serve as inputs to a 
particle tracking model to examine how 
the egg properties affect drift trajecto-
ries for each species.
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SĎēĈĊ� �ĊĎćĎĘĈčǯĘ� observation 
of otolith annuli in 1899, otoliths 
have become one of the most 

important tools in modern ichthyol-
ogy. The initial significance of otoliths 
in fisheries research was due to their 
utility for accurate age determination. 
Later, other important aspects were 
discovered including the use of otolith 
morphology (Campana and Casselman 
1993). In Iceland, archived otoliths are 
currently being used to identify differ-
ent ecotypes of cod (Gadus morhua), 
previously described by Pálsson and 
Thorsteinsson (2003), Pampoulie et al. 
(2006) and Grabowski et al. (2011), based 
on data from Data Storage Tags (DST). 
These two ecotypes show different 
migration behaviour during feeding 
season. Although a relatively high 
number of otoliths have been retrieved 
from DST fish (n~420) many have been 
broken for age determination and thus 
considered unsuitable for morpho-
logical analysis. Due to the high value 
placed on these otoliths, it was deemed 
appropriate to evaluate if these otoliths 
could be glued back together and used 
in morphological analysis together with 
unbroken otoliths.

Twenty-five unbroken sagittal otoliths 
from cod that were not required for other 
experiments were identified from the 
archived otolith collection of the Marine 
Research Institute in Iceland. Each oto-
lith was photographed whole, and then 
broken by hand with same technique as 
used during aging. Finally, all the oto-
liths were glued with a minimal amount 
of instant glue and allowed to dry before 
being photographed again. Eight shape 
measurements were extracted from 
the images, using ImageJ software. The 
outline was also automatically traced 
using pixel gradient of the silhouette 
of the otoliths, and then subjected to a 
Cartesian Fast Fourier Transformation to 
reveal 256 Fourier Descriptors of which 
six largest were used in the analysis. By 
repeating the photographing of each 

TO GLUE OR NOT TO GLUE? 
REASSEMBLING BROKEN 
OTOLITHS FOR POPULATION 
DISCRIMINATION

otolith six times before and after break-
ing, we could better detect the effect 
of gluing from the effect of distortion. 
ANOVA was used to detect whether 
the gluing procedure has a measurable 
effect on shape analysis, first with all six 
photographs and then with only one 
photograph. A Cluster Analysis was used 
to test whether the individual effect 
would influence the way otoliths are 
grouped according to their similarity 
in shape. 

Seven of the eight shape meas-
urements and none of the Fourier 
Descriptors were significantly differ-
ent between the unbroken and glued 
otoliths photographs. The difference 
was only revealed by using the six pho-
tographs, the standard procedure of 
using only one photo did, on the other 
hand, not detect significant differences 
using ANOVA. Even though some of the 
shape measurements were significantly 
affected by gluing, the cluster analysis 
suggests that the magnitude of these 
differences would not be sufficient 
to influence the results from a discri-
minant analysis. In all cases the pairs 
within each 25 clusters formed on the 
dendrogram, are made up of the same 
individual otoliths with the unbroken 
one next to its glued counterpart. This 
study demonstrates that cod otoliths 
that have been broken for age determi-
nation can in most cases be glued back 
together and applied in morphological 

analyses. Given the vast quantities of 
broken otoliths from cod and other spe-
cies archived in repositories throughout 
the world, it is hoped that these findings 
might encourage researchers to revisit 
these collection and allow their true 
value to be realized.

The authors were awarded for the best 
Early Career Scientist Award for their poster 
presentation on this work during the ICES 
Annual International Science conference, 
which was held in Reykjavík, Iceland.
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CLIMATE-INDUCED ADAPTATIONS OF 
BEHAVIOUR AND LIFE HISTORY FOR 
ATLANTIC COD (Gadus morhua)

AęđĆēęĎĈ�ĈĔĉ� (Gadus morhua) 
stocks inhabit waters over a 
wide geographic distribution 

within the North Atlantic. They exhibit 
a common life history template but 
with considerable variations in their 
growth rate and age of maturation.¹ 
The intraspecific diversity exhibited by 
North Atlantic cod stocks is not only 
important in ecology but also for under-
standing potential differences in adap-
tation and resilience to climate change.

A primary mechanism through which 
global temperature change is expected 
to affect marine species is respiration 
physiology, due to its consequences 
for bioenergetics and performance.²,³ 
Resting metabolic rates increase expo-
nentially with temperature, whereas 
aerobic scope, which is the maximum 
capacity to uptake additional oxygen, 
shows a more complicated pattern 
with an optimum temperature above 
which maximum uptake declines.³ 
Moderate decreases in aerobic scope 
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can translate into changes in mainte-
nance, growth, activity, and reproduc-
tion and are sufficient to cause a loss 
in fitness and increased mortality.4 We 
provide a mechanistic model based on 
a bioenergetics framework that predicts 
temperature-induced adaptations for 
life histories and behaviour in Atlantic 
cod (Gadus morhua).

We use a mechanistic modelling 
approach whereby temperature 
dependent physiological functions for 
respiration,5,6 ecological parameters 
of mortality, and stock specific param-
eters for harvesting, migrations and 
temperature seasonality are input for 
the model. Dynamic programming5,6 is 
used to find optimal strategies of forag-
ing and energy allocation, as they have 
consequences for survival, growth and 
reproduction. Emergent life history 
strategies result through evolutionary 
optimization, and optimal individual 
strategies are simulated in population to 
provide predictions of stock responses 
to climate change.

Increased temperature influences 
the life history strategies of Atlantic 
cod stocks in diverse ways. We find that 
growth rate initially increases for both 
NGSL and WS cod stocks followed by 
a subsequent decline ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĆȐ. In the 
IR stock however, a gradual decline is 
observed ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĆȐ.

A slight increase in age of maturation 
is observed for NGSL, whereas in the 
warmer stocks of WS and IR a decline 
is seen. On an evolutionary time scale 
for WS and IR, higher temperatures may 
create a selection pressure towards ear-
lier age of maturation ȏċĎČǤ�͕ćȐ.

The amount of used scope increases 
for all stocks; temperature dependent 
overhead costs such as specific dynamic 
action, foraging activity and mortality 
increase with increasing temperature, 
encompassing a larger proportion of the 
aerobic scope ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĈȐ.

Emergent patterns in foraging behav-
iour are observed, whereby we see an 
increase in foraging rate for all 3 stocks. 
The fish forage harder, behaviorally 

compensating for changes in tempera-
ture dependent overhead costs ȏċĎČǤ�͕ ĉȐ. 
Natural mortality rates increase with 
increasing temperature for all stocks 
ȏċĎČǤ�͕ĊȐ.

Lifetime Gonad Production increases 
for NGSL and WS followed by a decline, 
whereas in the Irish Sea cod stocks, an 
immediate decline in lifetime gonad 
production is observed ȏċĎČǤ�͕ċȐ.

Climate warming changes the opti-
mal maturation age, reproductive 
investment, and foraging strategy 
beyond what is expected by physio-
logical considerations alone, and there 
are strong interactions with harvesting 
mortality. The model illustrates how cli-
mate change effects may influence the 
life history strategies of cod in diverse 
ways, and how stocks may differ in their 
response. We incorporate and challenge 
the concept of physiological perfor-
mance thresholds by showing how the 
effect of temperature on adaptations 
depends on the ecological setting.
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SIZE-BASED STOCK 
ASSESSMENT FOR DATA-
LIMITED FISH STOCKS
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TčĊ�ĆĘĘĊĘĘĒĊēę�of the status of 
exploited fish stocks can be very 
challenging, especially in cases 

where data are scarce. Information 
about life history parameters or age is 
not available in many cases. The com-
monly used age-based assessment 
methods cannot be applied under such 
limitations. Alternatives are needed for 
successful and sustainable management.

A size-based method is developed 
that requires limited information, i.e. 
only length distributions of the catch 
from commercial fisheries or surveys. 
The method is based on a theoreti-
cal size-based model that combines 
Beverton-Holt life-history invariants, 
metabolic scaling and size-spectrum 
theory (Andersen & Beyer, 2013). The 
conservation of mass McKendrick–von 
Foerster partial differential equation 
is used to link the growth, the mortal-
ity and the recruitment. The available 
energy of an individual follows a power 
law of its size. The energy is allocated to 
activity and after maturation to repro-
duction. The remaining energy becomes 
somatic growth ȏċĎČǤ�͕ Ȑ. The total mortal-
ity is the sum of the natural mortality 
and the fishing mortality ȏċĎČǤ�͖Ȑ.

The model is formulated in a way that 
requires a limited number of parameters 
(size at maturation, asymptotic weight, 
physiological mortality (i.e. the ratio 
between natural mortality and growth), 
fraction of energy allocated to activity 
and growth parameter, fishing mortal-
ity and start of fishing relative to the 
asymptotic weight). The model is used 
in steady-state, i.e. time is not included. 
This is reasonable for cases where time-
series data are not available. For data-
poor stocks, where some, or all, of the 
parameters are not known, a ‘Robin 
Hood’ approach is considered, where 
parameters are borrowed from stocks 
where more information is available 
(Punt et al., 2011). The method output 
is the ratio of the current fishing mor-
tality over the fishing mortality that 
maximizes the yield (F/FMSY ). This ratio 
is greater than one when the fish stock is 
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over-exploited and below one if not. It is 
a biological reference point that can be 
used as management target or a limit of 
exploitation (Williams & Shertzer, 2003).

The methodology was tested using 
simulated data and different informa-
tion-availability scenarios. Only the 
knowledge of physiological mortality 
provides a significant improvement to 
the estimation of the stock status. It 
seems that age information, i.e. knowl-
edge of the growth parameter, the 
asymptotic weight or the exponent of 
consumption, has no positive effect in 
the estimation. Thus, for data-limited 
situations where no time-series of data 
are available, the costly ageing of fish 
can be avoided. Even with no informa-
tion about any of the parameters, the 
method has a relatively high probabil-
ity to correctly classify a stock as over-
exploited or under-exploited.

The next step is the construction 
of a state-space version of the model. 
The population dynamics equations, 
describing the processes that are not 
directly observed (e.g. maturation, 
growth, recruitment), are separated 

from the observation equations, 
describing fisheries and surveys. All 
equations will be time dependent; the 
process equations in continuous time 
and the observation equations in dis-
crete time, because fishing and surveys 
are reported in a quarterly or yearly 
basis. Finally, separate error structures, 
modeling the process error and observa-
tion error, will be included.
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HĎĘęĔėĎĈĆđ�ĘĆĒĕđĊĘ�of fish are 
a unique source of DNA to inves-
tigate the temporal dynamics of 

fish population structure and distribu-
tion over time. During the last century 
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) stocks 
have declined dramatically in West 
Greenlandic waters¹,² ȏċĎČĘǤ� ͕ǡ� ͖Ȑ. The 
depletion of stocks has been ascribed 
to failure of sustainable fishery manage-
ment but potentially also to mismatch 
between management and biological 
units. Recent genetic investigations 
have identified the presence of four 
genetically distinct spawning groups 
in Greenlandic waters: West offshore, 
Nuuk inshore, East/Iceland offshore and 
Iceland inshore³ ȏċĎČǤ�͗Ȑ. The aim of this 
study was to detect historical changes 
in the contribution from the four differ-
ent spawning groups in population mix-
tures of cod in West Greenland waters 
(NAFO divisions) in response to climate 
variability and fisheries. We used SNP 
(Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) anal-
ysis of DNA from archived historical cod 
otoliths (1962–2012) to conduct a retro-
spective spatiotemporal genetic analy-
sis.4 All genotyped individuals were 
assigned to the most likely population of 
origin with the GeneClass2 software and 
DAPC using the adegenet package for 
the R software. We found stable genetic 

SPATIOTEMPORAL 
DISTRIBUTION AND 
COMPOSITION OF MIXED 
STOCK FISHERY OF ATLANTIC 
COD (Gadus morhua) IN 
GREENLANDIC WATERS 
BASED ON RETROSPECTIVE 
GENETIC ANALYSIS
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composition of feeding aggregations 
over decades in some areas, whereas 
shifts in composition were evident in 
others ȏċĎČĘǤ� ͘Ȃ͚Ȑ. Our findings are 
consistent with previous results dem-
onstrating that the distribution of differ-
ent spawning components has changed 
over time.³ Work in progress on these 
results will allow a better prediction of 
future population structure and abun-
dance of cod in a changing environment 
as in Greenlandic waters and thus lead to 
more robust management plans.
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Create guidelines for optimal manage-
ment of marine resources to maximize 
profit and yield, now and in the future.
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EVALUATION OF THE SPATIAL ECOSYSTEM-FLEET 
MODEL ECOSPACE: PREDICTIONS VS. DATA
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MĆėĎēĊ� ĕėĔęĊĈęĊĉ� areas 
(MPAs) can be an effective 
measure for conservation of 

marine species and vulnerable habi-
tats.¹ They are also often proposed 
as a management measure for fisher-
ies, based on the concept that fish will 
move out of the protected areas into 
fishable areas, either through active 
movement of juvenile and adult fish 
or through larvae dispersal, ultimately 
providing better catches and profits for 
fishers.² Whether these expectations are 
fulfilled in the real-world MPAs depends 
however on a number of factors, among 
which are trophic interactions, climate 
change, and the socio-ecologic context 
in which the MPA is embedded.¹,³

Evaluating MPAs performance is 
difficult: few studies addressed the 
effectiveness of MPAs through a robust 
scientific design,4 while in most studies 
fish abundance inside vs. outside the 
area is compared, overlooking possible 
confounding factors such as age of MPA 
and local environmental conditions. 
Furthermore, the success of an MPA in 
terms of fisheries management can’t be 
evaluated in biological terms alone: an 
economic approach should be used to 
evaluate changes in profitability of fish-
eries. This is unfortunately seldom the 
case, and most MPA studies maintain 
a purely biological perspective, often 
overlooking even basic economic con-
siderations such as discounting.5 There 
is a need for better integration between 
biological and economic aspects in fish-
eries science and in particular in the field 
of MPAs.5,6,7 Given these considerations, 
it is difficult to make generalizations 
about the effectiveness of MPAs, and 
even more difficult to make predictions 
on the effectiveness of proposed MPAs.

Ecosystem modeling is a useful tool 

for the management of marine resources 
and it can help to understand the impacts 
of trophic interactions, fishing pressure 
and, in some cases, environmental driv-
ers. Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE)8,9 is an 
ecosystem modeling approach used for 
fisheries management evaluation and for 
investigation of ecosystem dynamics.¹0 
Through the inclusion of economic and 
social components, broader questions 
can be explored: EwE, in line with recent 
trends in ecosystem modeling research, 
is moving toward the end-to-end mod-
eling approach¹¹ with the purpose of link-
ing mechanistic models across different 
scales and processes, from ocean circula-
tion to fish market. In the wave of excite-
ment for this new, useful approach it is 
however important to maintain a critical 
view and to perform critical evaluations 
of the tools avaliable.¹²

A spatial component of the EwE 
suite, called Ecospace, was specifically 
developed for MPAs scenarios analysis.¹³ 
Ecospace has been applied to inves-
tigate MPAs effects on trophic webs, 
notably underlying that positive effects 
of MPAs might be lower than expected 
due to trophic interactions and fleets’ 
behavior.¹³,¹4

However, before applying Ecospace 
for management advice, it is necessary 
to evaluate the predictive capability of 
the model. Ecospace has rarely been 
tested against data for spatial biomass 
distribution¹5 and never with fishing 
effort data. We evaluated the predic-
tion capability for an Ecospace model 
of the North Sea¹6 using high resolution 
spatio-temporal datasets of 12 spe-
cies of fish and 3 fishing fleets, using 
Spearman’s rank correlation between 
data and model predictions as measure 
of fit. The results show that, across a 
range of parameter values, the model 
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predict well the biomass distribution 
of most fish species, while predictions 
for fleets’ distribution are less satisfac-
tory. These results suggest that more 
research is needed in the direction of 
effective parameterization and mecha-
nistic understanding for large ecolog-
ical-economic multispecies-multifleet 
models, with particular focus on fish-
ers’ behavior and decision making pro-
cesses. This study highlights how social 
and economic factors are intertwined 
with ecosystem dynamics, emphasiz-
ing the need for more interdisciplinary 
research in marine science.
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WĔėđĉĜĎĉĊ�ĕĚćđĎĈ�concern 
has arisen from recently 
emergent human-wildlife 

conflicts, which appear when a wild-
life species and humans compete for 
the same limited resource, for exam-
ple game species, crops or fish stocks 
(Graham et al. [2005]; Treves and Karanth 
[2003]). A special case of conflict occurs 
when a legally protected species affects 
a resource user’s welfare, as a result of 
successful species conservation. Thus, 
conservation goals and the economic 
use of a resource can conflict when the 
interests of society and those of private 
economic agents clash.

Conflicts caused by marine mammal 
interactions with fisheries are wide-
spread and multifaceted (see, e.g., Read 
[2008] and DeMaster et al. [2001]). The 
grey seal population in the Baltic Sea 
was near extinction in the late 1960’s 
(Harding and Härkönen [1999]), when 
a strong seal conservation effort was 
introduced. The conservation scheme 
was successful in terms of preserving 

the seal, however the effects of the 
exponential increase in seal numbers 
that resulted were unanticipated by 
fishermen, who began to suffer from 
seal-induced catch losses as the seal 
population grew.

As professional fishermen’s liveli-
hoods are affected by both fisheries 
management and seal-induced damage, 
the conflict between the conservation 
of a formerly endangered species, the 
grey seal, and the professional fishers 
has become increasingly pronounced 
during the past two decades. Seals affect 
fisheries directly by taking fish from fish-
ing gear or leaving the remains of half-
eaten fish. In 2011, seals were the only 
cause of salmon discards (FGFRI [2012]). 
However, the choice of fishing gear can 
make a difference; in experiments con-
ducted in 2003 and 2004, only 1 % of the 
catch caught in a seal-safe gear, called a 
pontoon trap net, was damaged by seals, 
whereas in the traditional trap nets, seal-
induced damage affected up to 54 % of 
the catch (Suuronen et al. [2006]).

We developed a bioeconomic model 
ȏċĎČǤ� ͕Ȑ that incorporates the age-
structure of Atlantic salmon and grey 
seal populations. To determine a social 
optimum, we maximize the discounted 
net present value of the trap net fishery, 
taking into account the presence of seals 
in the form of seal-induced losses, which 
we describe using a damage function. 
By varying fishermen’s choice of fishing 
gear, we obtain the socially optimal fish-
ing effort, salmon stock size, and salmon 
catch. In addition, we study the private 
and social effects of introducing a tech-
nology subsidy aimed at mitigating the 
seal-salmon conflict.

We found that although the tradi-
tional gear entails low fishing costs, 
the seal-induced damage is sufficiently 
large that net present values turn nega-
tive over time ȏęĆćđĊ�͕Ȑ. Seal-induced 
damage covers 16–27 % of the total catch 
before the fishery is closed, due to nega-
tive income. These results may explain 
the continuous dispute regarding grey 
seals and fisheries, as seals clearly do 
affect the profitability of the traditional 
trap net fishery.

If fishermen desire to adapt to the 
presence of seals and avoid catch losses, 
their best option is to use seal-safe fish-
ing gear. If the fishery switches to the 
use of seal-safe gear, catch losses fall 
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nearly to zero, but the fishermen face 
high costs due to the expensive gear. 
Despite the high costs, these fisheries 
remain profitable and the effort level 
remains positive in the long run. The 
viability of the fishery implies that, in the 
presence of seals, fishermen are better 
off using the seal-safe gear than using 
the traditional gear.

Before the fishery is closed, fishermen 
using traditional gear must engage in 
high effort levels, due to the high pro-
portion of the catch taken by seals. High 
effort levels, in turn, entail large effects 
on the salmon stock size without gains 
in fishery profits. From this perspective, 

seal-induced damage can be seen as 
wasted resource rents. However, the 
effects on the salmon stock size are 
smaller with the seal-safe gear, and the 
resource rent is higher, because fisher-
men are able to land the catch with only 
minor discard caused by seals.

These results suggest that techno-
logical adaptation would effectively 
reduce the cause of the conflict, while a 
technology subsidy encouraging such 
adaptation would shift the economic 
responsibility from individual fisher-
men to the broader public. However 
a surprising feature of Finnish fisher-
men’s behavior is observed in the case 

of subsidies, when the model results are 
applied to a reality in which only 40 % of 
fishermen use seal-safe gear. This seems 
to implicate that the 15 % subsidy is not 
enough to give incentives for switching 
the gear, although fishermen have all 
the economic reasons to do so. All in all, 
providing the subsidy may express the 
society’s will to preserve small-scale pro-
fessional fishing, or it may be a reflection 
of the social value of seals.
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cal interactions of the 
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TčĊėĊ�ĎĘ�a wide range of game 
theoretic studies conducted 
from a single species context, 

but multispecies applications have been 
more or less ignored. We will develop a 
framework for dynamic multispecies (or 
ecosystem) coalition formation games, 
or a partition function approach, which 
was introduced into fisheries games for 
the first time in Pintassilgo (2003). A par-
tition function game takes into account 
the whole coalition structure, not just 
the coalition in question. Our case area 
is the Baltic Sea, which is fruitful for a 
game theoretic application since the 
exclusive economic zones (EEZs) of 
each country overlap in the small semi-
enclosed sea. The nine coastal countries 
negotiate and agree on total allowable 
catch quotas (TACs) annually for cod, 
herring and sprat. However, evidently 
there is some adverse behavior in the 
Baltic cod fisheries, as none of the coun-
tries comply with the agreement, and 
instead are misreporting or blatantly 
exceeding TACs (ORCA-EU 2008). This 
kind of free-riding becomes profitable 
if the country receives higher payoffs by 

deviating from the quota and harvesting 
more than has been agreed upon.

We will analyze the strategic interac-
tions of the most important countries 
(Denmark, Sweden and Poland) harvest-
ing Baltic cod, and concentrate not only 
on cod fisheries, but also on the fishing 
of its main prey species, herring and 
sprat. We include the main biological 
interactions of these species into our 
bioeconomic model ȏċĎČǤ�͕Ȑ. The aims 
of our study are to 1) examine whether 
the Baltic fisheries agreement could 
be binding or whether there are free-
riding incentives which create a high 
risk for exceeding quotas, 2) assess the 
achievable, i.e. stable, coalition struc-
tures where no one wants to deviate, 
and how these could be attained, and 
3) find out whether the stability of pos-
sible cooperation is dependent on the 
salinity level of the Baltic Sea, which is 
the most restrictive factor in the success 
of cod populations.

According to the results the only 
stable coalition structure where no 
one wants to deviate is full non-coop-
eration, and any kind of cooperation is 
unstable if we do not allow side pay-
ments between the players ȏęĆćđĊ�͕Ȑ. 
However, with side payments, then two 
partial coalition structures including 
Denmark can achieve stability. The best 
attainable solution with the highest 
aggregate payoff is a partial coalition 
between Denmark and Poland, where 
Poland receives compensation from 
Denmark for not harvesting as much 
as it would harvest under non-coop-
eration. However, side payments can 
be difficult to implement as countries 
do not want to give up actual fishing 
quotas as that could cause an increase 
in unemployment in the fishery sector; 
thus a non-monetary compensation in 

the form of a change in fishery rights 
might be easier to adapt. Unfortunately, 
grand coalition remains an unreachable 
solution according to our results, but it 
is important to note that even a bilateral 
agreement of partial cooperation can 
cause significant benefits.

When the salinity level is at its higher 
historical level, leading to better cod 
recruitment, the stability conditions 
remain the same as with low salinity 
ȏęĆćđĊ�͕Ȑ. Again, full non-cooperation 
is the only stable coalition structure. 
Partial coalition structures including 
Denmark can attain stability, but full 
cooperation remains an unreachable 
solution. The average incentive of free-
riding is now 32 % lower than before, 
and thus cooperation is more likely. This 
is due to declined competition between 
countries because of the high enough 
cod stock. Salinity conditions have a link 
to climate change as there is evidence 
that continuing climate change may 
have decreasing effects on the salin-
ity level in the Baltic Sea (Meier 2006; 
Neumann 2010), and therefore also on 
cod recruitment. Thus, it can be con-
cluded that ongoing climate change 
may negatively affect the possibility of 
cooperation in the Baltic Sea fishery.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OF THE 
MULTISPECIES BALTIC SEA FISHERIES*
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�ŽŵƉĞƟƟŽŶ

Poland 783 783

4082 Stable

1780 1780

8892 StableDenmark 2111 2111 4553 4553

Sweden 1188 1188 2559 2559

WĂƌƟĂů�
ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶ

Poland 219
3185

5105
Possible to stabilize with 

side payments

894
8232

12291
Possible to stabilize with 

side payments
Denmark 2966 7338

Sweden 1920 1920 4059 4059

WĂƌƟĂů�
ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶ

Poland 625 2102

5172 Non-reachable

1822 5195

12125 Non-reachableDenmark 3070 3070 6930 6930

Sweden 1477 * 3373 *
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Poland 1256 1256

4613
Possible to stabilize with 

side payments

2737 2737

11461
Possible to stabilize with 

side payments
Denmark 2678

3357
6345

8724
Sweden 679 2379

Full 
ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶ

Poland 357

5271 5271 Non-reachable

604

12466 Non-reachableDenmark 3619 9147 12466

Sweden 1294 2715
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UNDERSTANDING THE INTER-
ACTION OF SOCIAL NORMS OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP 
AND ECOSYSTEM DYNAMICS*

OēĊ� Ĕċ� the key properties of 
social-ecological systems is that 
social and natural processes are 

intrinsically linked and mutually influ-
ence each other. Marine systems, for 
example, are highly affected — or even 
shaped — by fishing activity. Fishermen, 
too, adapt their fishing practices to any 
changes that occur below the water.

In reality, the story is even more com-
plicated, because resource users (such 
as fishermen) are embedded in a social 
context and tend to make decisions 
contingent on what people around 
them do. Restraining fishing activity, 
for instance, is generally perceived to 
be acceptable if everybody else follows 
suit. But no one wants to be the sucker 
that is being taken advantage of. How 
does this fragile social structure inter-
act with the changes that occur in the 
natural system? This is exactly what this 
paper looks at.

This paper develops a model to for-
malize several types of human behav-
ior. In the model 1) some individuals 
are intrinsically cooperative and moti-
vated to be good stewards, 2) some 
are conditionally cooperative given 
that a sufficient number of peers are 
acting in the same way, while 3) some 
people are just selfish (we call them 
defectors). These behavioral types are 
not fixed, but change over time. The 
diffusion of norms of cooperation takes 
place via interpersonal relations, while 
individual agents face the temptation 
of higher profits by overexploiting the 
resource. Agents remain conditionally 
cooperative — unless other individuals 
are misbehaving already ȏċĎČǤ�͕ Ȑ. We can 
observe a bubble of conditional coop-
erators slowly building up followed by a 
sudden burst, which means that a transi-
tion from a cooperative social norm to 
non-cooperation occurs. Interestingly, 
in some parameter regions alterna-
tive stable states and limit cycles arise. 
The latter implies that the same com-
munity goes through such a transition 

repeatedly over long time spans — his-
tory thus repeats itself in the form of the 
creation and erosion of social capital. 
A change in the intrinsic growth rate, 
for example due to climate change, has 
a profound effect on the number of 
defectors ȏċĎČǤ�͖ĆȐ. Surprisingly, defec-
tion rises with a higher intrinsic growth 
rate, and then gradually falls again. This 
happens because a higher growth rate 
makes exploitation more profitable 
and increases the temptation to defect. 
Only when the intrinsic growth rate is 
so high that all community members 
make good money is cooperation viable 
again. This dome-shaped defection pat-
tern translates into a sigmoid shape of 
the resource stock, which ultimately 
approaches the resource stock deliver-
ing the maximum economic yield ȱMEY 
(see dashed line in�ċĎČǤ�͖ ć). Thus we find 
that the presence of conditional coop-
erators has profound effects on the evo-
lution and the robustness of community 
governance systems.
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FROM OPEN ACCESS TO 
INDIVIDUAL QUOTAS — 
DISENTANGLING THE EFFECTS 
OF POLICY REFORM AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES 
IN THE NORWEGIAN COASTAL 
COD FISHERY
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FĎĘčĊėĎĊĘ�ĆėĊ�maybe the canoni-
cal example of the “tragedy of the 
commons”: Theory states clearly 

that open-access leads to zero profits 
and a low fish stock, whereas well-
defined rights to exploit the resource 
give rise to considerable profits and high 
stock values. Real-world processes are 
evidently much more complex than the 
theoretical rent-dissipation/rent-maxi-
mization dichotomy, but we argue that 
the Lofoten cod-fishery is a good case 
to test the theoretical predictions of the 
effect of assigning property rights: This 
coastal fishery was de facto open access 
until the crisis year of 1989. After that, the 
authorities introduced individual quotas, 
hence giving every fisher a secure (and 
partially transferable) harvesting right.

There is some cross-sectional evi-
dence on the effectiveness of prop-
erty-right regimes and several studies 
exploiting similar “natural experiments” 
to investigate the effect of introducing 
individual quotas. However, all case 
studies using time series data face the 
same fundamental problem of correctly 
identifying the causal effect of the inter-
vention: There are neither controlled nor 
natural experiments for large fisher-
ies. First of all, spillover effects make it 
impossible to identify a treatment effect 
by randomization. Second, there is so 
much specific natural and social con-
text to a given fishery that it is virtually 

	ĎČĚėĊ�͖

impossible to find an adequate control 
among the set of other similar fisheries. 
Last, but not least, slow environmental 
changes obstruct even a before/after 
comparison. That is, fish stocks, and con-
sequently profits, might have risen due 
to policy change, but also due to more 
favorable environmental conditions. In 
short, were the observed changes due to 
good luck or due to good management?

We contribute to the literature meth-
odologically by proposing a method to 
disentangle the effects of policy reform 
and environmental changes. To this 
end, we have built an age-structured 
bio-economic model to simulate the 
counterfactual development of the fish 
stock, i.e. assuming that the relation-
ship between stock and harvest did 
not change. The idea is to utilize the 
estimated recruitment to the factual 
population after the intervention. We 
assume that the counterfactual recruit-
ment in a year would have been the 
observed factual recruitment, adjusted 
by the stock-recruitment curve accord-
ing to the counterfactual spawning 

stock. The counterfactual stock is then 
projected forward, subject to observed 
natural mortality and counterfactual 
fishing mortality.

We show that in this case, the intro-
duction of quotas and a more stringent 
management regime had a positive, 
but overall insignificant effect on the 
stock biomass ȏċĎČǤ� ͕Ȑ, while it had a 
much more pronounced positive effect 
on profits (see ċĎČǤ� ͖ for the average 
observed and counterfactual profits). 
Moreover, we highlight that the increase 
in profits is associated with a decline in 
labor costs and that particularly smaller 
boats benefit from the introduction of 
more secure harvesting rights. Output 
prices were not affected by the policy 
reform. These findings stand in interest-
ing contrast to many finding for North 
American fisheries.
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IēĈđĚĉĎēČ�ĊĈĔĘĞĘęĊĒ�considera-
tions into fisheries management is 
not a new concept, but the recent 

drive toward increased value in an 
ecosystem approach to fisheries has 
opened new avenues of inquiry into the 
question of how exactly an ecosystem 
approach may be implemented (Christie 
et al. 2007). This question extends well 
beyond that of traditional fisheries 
management boundaries, as changes 
are needed in the scale of information 
and governance needed to implement 
a management plan on the scale of an 
entire ecosystem. Furthermore, inher-
ent in many definitions of an ecosystem 
approach to fisheries is the idea that 
social and economic factors should be 
part of the analysis (Christie et al. 2007); 
hence the development of many models 
that link ecosystem dynamics with a 
human dimension (e.g., Atlantis [Fulton 
et al. 2011], etc.).

“Catch-quota balancing” regulations 
in fisheries managed with individual 
tradable quotas (ITQs) include a variety 
of measures designed to allow fisher-
men to match up quota with catch. These 
include quota trading and retroactive 
catch balancing, the ability to carry for-
ward unused quota or borrow from the 
next year’s allocation, transformation 
of quota from one species into another 
and the option to pay for or reduce prof-
its from overages, etc. (Sanchirico et al. 
2006). Iceland currently employs one of 
the most expansive sets of catch-balanc-
ing rules, which includes between-year 
transfers, species transformations, and 
some leniency in penalizing over-quota 
landings, alongside trade. The purpose 
of this study is to analyze the utility of 
catch-quota balancing regulations in 
the Icelandic multi-species demersal 
fishery using a bioeconomic model of 
the Icelandic demersal fishery.

In Iceland, ITQs can be transformed 
from one species to any other species 
according to ratios of “cod equiva-
lence,” which are set according to rela-
tive market price of the previous year. 
However, these transformations are 

subject to certain limitations. Generally 
speaking (as these rules can vary slightly 
from year to year), no more than 1.5 % of 
the total quota holdings in cod equiva-
lent units may be transferred into any 
one species, and no more than 5 % of 
that same total may be transferred at 
all. An important exception is that noth-
ing can be transformed into Atlantic cod 
and langoustine. Up to 15 % of a spe-
cies quota is transferrable to the next 
year and implemented such that they 
can be carried forward indefinitely (but 
not accumulate), and 5 % can be used to 
account for accidental overfishing as a 
transfer from the following year. In addi-
tion, up to 5 % of quota for demersal spe-
cies to be landed can be auctioned, from 
which the vessel operator is allowed to 
retain 20 % of the earnings. These regu-
lations were incorporated into a deter-
ministic multi-species, age-structured, 
bioeconomic model using a combina-
tion of Matlab v. 8 and AD Model Builder 
v. 11 software. Short-term profit maximi-
zation occurred each year by optimizing 
effort parameters by species, emulating 
independent production. This scenario 
addresses the idea that although spe-
cies transformations were intended 
to alleviate fishers’ inability to match 
catch ratios with quotas exactly, they 
may have unintended consequences 
under the assumption of independent 
targetability. The goal was to analyze 
how short-term maximizing behavior 
affects the long-term goals of maximiz-
ing sustainability and profitability in the 
fishery as a whole, with vs. without these 
regulations in place.

The stock status at the end of 60 years 
of short-term profit maximization was 
heavily dependent on the species rev-
enue gained per unit effort relative to 
other species being fished. Revenue 
per unit effort resulted from assump-
tions regarding catchability. The species 
with the most vulnerability in terms of 
long-term sustainability were those with 
either low abundances or low values, as 
a result of how species transformation 
exchange rates were defined. However, 
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CATCH‐QUOTA BALANCING REGULATIONS IN THE ICELANDIC 
MULTI‐SPECIES DEMERSAL FISHERY: ARE THEY USEFUL FOR 
ADVANCING ECOSYSTEM‐BASED MANAGEMENT?

the overall profitability of the multi-
species system changed little due to the 
dominance of Atlantic cod. Therefore, 
utility of these regulations need to be 
evaluated not only in terms of the over-
all profitability of the system, but also 
the socioeconomic or direct benefits 
associated with increased flexibility or 
ecosystem diversity.
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TčĊ�ĉĎĘĈĚĘĘĎĔē�of the possibil-
ity of anthropogenic climate 
change intensified in the end of 

the 1980s. Previously, the existence of 
climate change was largely a scientific 
debate, but the founding of the inter-
governmental panel on climate change 
(IPCC) in 1988 by the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) and 
World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO) signified a political acceptance 
that more knowledge about climate 
change was required.

We studied the response of marine 
science in the North Atlantic region to 
the increased awareness of anthropo-
genic climate change represented by 
the publication of the first IPCC report 
in 1990. Specifically, we compared trends 
in the number of publications per year 
studying climate change with a marine 
focus. Publications ranged from model 
based oceanographical and climatologi-
cal studies to experimental and obser-
vational marine biological studies to 
social studies focusing on impacts on 
society, for instance via sea level rise, but 
also altered fisheries. We found that the 
number of publications within marine 
science focusing on climate change 
increases exponentially with a doubling 
time of ~4.5 years. In contrast, general 
aquatic science doubles its productiv-
ity every 26 years ȏċĎČǤ�͕Ȑ. This dramatic 
increase in climate related studies indi-
cates an emergence of a scientifically 
underdeveloped field aiming at filling 

a knowledge gap formally identified by 
the IPCC.

We then fitted binomial generalized 
linear models (GLMs) to the proportions 
of the scientific disciplines represented 
in our sample of annual publications 
ȏċĎČǤ� ͖Ȑ. Climate change publications 
with a marine biological focus increased 
significantly over the two decades from 
an estimated proportion of ~10 % in 1990 
to ~40 % in 2011 (note: it is possible for 
at publication to involve multiple dis-
ciplines). Biology therefore exceeded 
oceanography and climatology, which 
both underwent declines in proportion. 
Social sciences (sociology and eco-
nomics) represented a constant and 
relatively small proportion of climate 
change papers (~10 % combined).

The decrease in oceanography and 
climatology is likely because the study of 
climate change within these disciplines 
matured well before 1990. In contrast, 
the results indicate that implications of 
climate change for marine ecosystems 
were initially poorly studied (few biol-
ogy publications) leading to a dramatic 
increase in attention in the following 
decades. The small proportion of social 
studies suggests that the interest in 
societal climate change implications via 
marine systems is limited. This includes 
direct effects such as changes in sea 
level rise, precipitation, sea ice cover, but 
also “indirect” effects such as changes in 
the fishing industry as a result of altered 
marine ecosystems. 

While indirect consequences of cli-
mate change are more difficult to assess, 
predict, and communicate to the public, 
they are likely to be as influential as the 
direct consequences. A topical exam-
ple of an indirect effect is the ongoing 
mackerel crisis in the North Atlantic 
Ocean (Davies, 2010). The crisis is caused 
by an alleged climate change induced 
northward shift in the mackerel dis-
tribution resulting in an international 
quota dispute. Adapting management 
to avoid such controversies is difficult 
because it requires reliable knowledge 
of future climate and ocean conditions, 
and knowledge of the resulting shifts 
in species composition and distribu-
tion. We have shown here that research 
on marine climate change in the North 
Atlantic is currently not in a state to 
make such predictions. While climatol-
ogy and oceanography have reached 
mature levels, sciences focusing on 
ecosystem consequences and derived 
societal consequences are still develop-
ing. NorMER, being a highly multidisci-
plinary centre, has the potential to play a 
crucial role in expanding the knowledge 
of the biological and associated societal 
implications of marine climate change, 
thus aiding managers in making well-
informed decisions.
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A BRIEF REPORT FROM THE MEETING

TčĊ� ͖͔͕͗� NorMER Annual 
Meeting was held at the Grand 
Hotel in the beautiful capital 

city of Iceland, strategically begin-
ning on the weekend (Saturday, 28. 
September and Sunday, 29. September) 
after the ICES Annual Science Meeting 
in Reykjavík. Most NorMER young 
researchers attended the ICES meeting 
and gave presentations. The design of 
this year’s annual meeting was based 
on feedback from last year, which indi-
cated that young researchers gained 
the most from interactive sessions with 
senior and advisory panel researchers. 
On Saturday morning we kicked off 
the NorMER Annual Meeting with a 
welcome address by the local NorMER 
node leader, Dr. Guðrún Marteinsdóttir, 

as well as an overview of the current 
status of NorMER by the project leader, 
Dr. Nils Christian Stenseth. Following this 
was an introduction of new potential 
avenues of collaboration and beginning 
PhD students. Speed talks and a poster 
session then ensued with half the young 
researchers presenting their work while 
senior and advisory panel members 
circulated and gave feedback. The day 
ended with discussion groups, engag-
ing young researchers with one or more 
senior researchers on certain previously 
chosen research topics.

Sunday continued with a morning 
session of speed talks and posters for the 
other half of the young research group, 
followed by two concurrent meetings: 
a management meeting with all senior 

researchers and advisory panel mem-
bers; the other for young researchers. 
The purpose of the latter was to qualita-
tively evaluate the NorMER experience 
for all young researchers, so that any 
suggestions for improvement or clarifi-
cation could be later communicated to 
management.

This year’s meeting then closed with a 
program of invited speakers on Monday 
morning (30. September) that was held 
at the University of Iceland and was well-
attended by the university community. 
The line-up included the President of 
Iceland, Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson; 
CEO of the Icelandic Group, 
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SATURDAY, 28th SEPTEMBER
 —
�ĊēĚĊǣ Grand Hótel Reykjavík, 
Sigtún 38, 105 Reykjavík
 — Room Háteigur A
ĜĜĜǤČėĆēĉǤĎĘ

͕͔͔͗Ȃ͕͔͔͘ǣ Prof. Guðrún Marteins-
dóttir, MARICE, University of Iceland
 — Welcome

͕͔͔͘Ȃ͕͕͔͔ǣ Prof. Nils Chr. Stenseth
 — NorMER overview

͕͕͔͔Ȃ͕͕͔͗ǣ Markus Meier
 — Overview of SMHI projects 
and expertise

͕͕͔͗Ȃ͕͖͔͔ǣ Thorsten Blenckner 
and Wijnand Boonstra
 — A NorMER strategy for adap-
tation to climate change 

͕͖͔͗Ȃ͕͔͗͗ǣ Lunch

͕͔͗͗Ȃ͕͔͔͘ǣ Presentation of 
new faces (10 minutes each)
 — Nadia Fouzai
 — Evandro Malanski
 — Elisabeth Isaksen

͕͔͔͘Ȃ͕͚͔͗ǣ Speed talks 
and Poster session, Part I
 — Hlynur Bárðarson
 — Sara Bonanomi
 — William Butler
 — Sofia Ferreira
 — Nadia Fouzai
 — Maija Holma
 — Rebecca Holt
 — Elisabeth Isaksen
 — Pamela Woods
 — Martin Waever Pedersen
 — Wijnand Boonstra

͕͚͔͗Ȃ͕͔͗͜ǣ Discussion groups 
( junior and senior researchers)

͕͔͔͝ǣ Dinner

Magnús Bjarnasson; Dean of the 
School of Social Sciences, Prof. 

Daði Már Kristófersson; and Director of 
the Icelandic Marine Research Institute, 
Johann Sigurjonsson. Following these 
local speakers, we had four scientific 
presentations by Drs. Tim Woollings, 
Peter Rhines, Simon Levin, and Keith 
Brander. All speakers were particularly 
enthralling and gave presentations of 
the highest quality.

Finally, a course on Fisheries 
Management was held 30. September– 
3. October and was taught by the post-
doctoral researchers Drs. Pamela Woods, 
Andries Richter, and Florian Diekert. The 
course included 1) group sessions exer-
cises in which each student placed their 
research into the context of an ecosys-
tem approach to fisheries, 2) lectures on 
bioeconomic and social effects of fisher-
ies policies, 3) an excursion to visit the 
business Codland, which specializes in 
adding value to fish products by find-
ing creative products from fish process-
ing waste, and 4) a series of computer 
laboratory exercises in which students 
became familiar with basic fisheries 
stock assessment analyses.

Despite the intense schedule of 
these six days, the young researchers 
managed to find time to talk about how 
to spawn further collaborations and 
foster future young researcher work-
shops. Therefore, I’m looking forward 
to seeing everyone again next year in 
Copenhagen, but hopefully we won’t 
need to wait that long.

PROGRAM
—

NorMER THIRD ANNUAL MEETING
28–30 SEPTEMBER 2013, 

REYKJAVÍK, ICELAND
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SUNDAY, 29th SEPTEMBER
 —
�ĊēĚĊǣ Grand Hótel Reykjavík, 
Sigtún 38, 105 Reykjavík
 — Room Háteigur A
ĜĜĜǤČėĆēĉǤĎĘ

͔͔͔͝Ȃ͕͖͔͔ǣ Speed talks 
and Poster session, Part II
 — Alex Kokkalis
 — Kristina Kvile
 — Evandro Malanski
 — Emmi Nieminen
 — Katharina Ottosen
 — Giovanni Romagnoni
 — Benjamin Weigel
 — Johanna Yletyinen
 — Andries Richter
 — Florian Diekert
 — Martin Snickars

͕͖͔͔Ȃ͕͔͔͗ǣ Lunch

͕͔͔͗Ȃ͕͙͔͔ǣ Flexible time for meeting 
with co-authors and co-supervisors

͕͙͔͔Ȃ͕͔͔͜ǣ Parallel Sessions:
 —  Session A: Management 

board and CAP meeting
 —  Session B: Young 

Researcher meeting

͕͔͔͜Ȃ͕͔͗͜ǣ Reconvene for meet-
ing closure, CAP review, Young 
Researcher feedback

͕͔͔͝ǣ Dinner
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MONDAY, 30th SEPTEMBER
 —
�ĊēĚĊǣ University of Iceland, 
Sæmundargötu 2, 101 Reykjavík
 — Room 211, Hátíðarsalur in the 
main building (Aðalbygging)
ĜĜĜǤčĎǤĎĘȀĆĉĆđćĞČČĎēČ

͔͔͔͝Ȃ͔͕͔͝ǣ Prof. Nils Chr. Stenseth, 
Chair of NorMER 
 — Welcome. Importance of NorMER

͔͕͔͝Ȃ͔͖͔͝ǣ President Ólafur Ragnar 
Grímsson, President of Iceland 
 — A focus on fisheries and climate 
change in Iceland

͔͖͔͝Ȃ͔͔͗͝ǣ Magnús Bjarnason, 
CEO of Icelandic Group 
 — The seafood industry in a 
global perspective

͔͔͗͝Ȃ͔͔͘͝ǣ Kristin Ingolfsdottir, 
rector of the University of Iceland 
 — The role of the University 
of Iceland in fisheries research 
and climate change studies

͔͔͘͝Ȃ͔͙͔͝ǣ Johann Sigurjonsson, 
Director of the Icelandic Marine 
Research Institute 
 — The importance of fisheries 
research to improve management

10 min break

͕͔͔͔Ȃ͕͔͕͔ǣ Dr. Robert Dickson, 
Centre for Environment, Fisheries 
& Aquaculture Science 
 — University of Oslo Inspiration 
Awards

͕͔͕͔Ȃ͕͔͔͗ǣ Dr. Tim Woollings, 
Department of Physics, 
University of Oxford 
 — Contrasting short and long 
timescale variability of the 
North Atlantic Oscillation

͕͔͔͗Ȃ͕͔͙͔ǣ Prof. Peter Rhines, 
School of Oceanography, 
University of Washington 
 — Interaction of Labrador 
Sea’s circulation and climate 
with primary production

͕͔͙͔Ȃ͕͕͖͔ǣ Prof. Simon Levin, 
Department of Ecology & Evolutionary 
Biology, Princeton University 
 — Evolutionary Perspectives on 
Discounting, Public Goods and 
Common Pool Resources

͕͕͖͔Ȃ͕͕͙͔ǣ Dr. Keith Brander, 
2013 Johan Hjort Chair 
 — Managing fisheries in a changing 
climate; learning from Iceland

͕͖͔͔Ȃ͕͔͗͗ǣ Lunch at the Grand Hotel
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2013 JOHAN 
HJORT CHAIR — 
KEITH BRANDER

�ėǤ��ĊĎęč��ėĆēĉĊėǯĘ first experience 
with fisheries research was in 1965, 
when he left school and spent six weeks 

on an Icelandic research cruise doing a plank-
ton and acoustic survey for Norwegian spring 
spawning herring. He gained a 1st class Honours 
degree in Zoology and Oceanography at UCNW, 
Bangor in 1968 and spent the following year in 
the Indian Ocean, on Aldabra and Kenya, study-
ing tides, polychaetes and the infauna of live 
and dead coral.

His PhD (UEA, Norwich and Lowestoft) was 
on population dynamics of cod in the Irish 
Sea, and he started up the market sampling on 
commercial species at Fleetwood, Whitehaven, 
Conwy and Milford Haven as the basis for fish-
eries assessments. The Irish Sea fisheries are 
very mixed, with a large number of species 
contributing to the total catch, so Keith used 
surplus production models on the total demer-
sal catch as well as single species assessments 
and models with multispecies and mixed fishery 
effects, particularly for cod and Nephrops. He 
was in charge of fish stock assessment around 
the south and west of England and Wales from 
1975, and also worked for FAO and the European 
Community (now the EU) for short periods on 
collection of fisheries statistics, effects of 200 
mile limits, and establishment of the European 
Common Fisheries Policy. In 1978 he made a 
proposal that the EU should carry out a trial of 
regional fisheries management, and he is happy 
to see that something like it is now being imple-
mented. In 1980 he published two significant 
papers on the need for an integrated ecosystem 
approach to management and on the disap-
pearance of the common skate from the Irish 
Sea due to fishing.

Keith became disillusioned with the routine 
of fish stock assessment, which he felt did little 
more than add a scientific veneer to an inef-
fective fisheries management system; environ-
mental and ecosystem effects were ignored, 

scientific investigation of marine ecosystem 
functioning was neglected and there was insuf-
ficient operational research on overcoming the 
problems of overfishing. So he went back to 
basic research on plankton, early life histories 
of fish, and recruitment. This led to involvement 
with GLOBEC, investigating the effects of ocean 
physics on marine ecosystems, with a particular 
emphasis on zooplankton and on the survival 
of early life stages of fish.

Apart from a period in London as Fisheries 
Science Adviser to the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food (now part of DEFRA), Keith 
worked in Copenhagen on the ICES/GLOBEC Cod 
and Climate Change programme (1996–2007) 
and since then at DTU Aqua in Charlottenlund.

Over the past three years the main empha-
sis has been on the synthesis and application 
of results. Keith is on the advisory panel for 
the new edition of The Sea (Ecosystem Based 
Management), was the president and a trustee 
for the Sir Alistair Hardy Foundation for Ocean 
Science (the CPR survey), has been on scien-
tific oversight and advisory panels for the EU as 
well as national programs (EuroSites, MyOcean, 
Quest Fish) and was lead author for the fisheries 
and marine ecosystem sections of the fourth 
IPCC report, which was awarded a share of the 
2007 Nobel Peace prize. For his past and ongo-
ing efforts, NorMER researchers identified Dr. 
Brander as having made a lasting contribution 
to our understanding of fisheries management 
and awarded him the 2013 Johan Hjort chair in 
Marine Ecosystem Research.
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Iē�͖͔͕͕ǡ�a new Nordic Centre of Excellence 
NorMER (Nordic Centre for Research on 
Marine Ecosystems and Resources under 

Climate Change) was established to combine 
the expertise of internationally recognized 
research teams from all the Nordic countries 
in order to explore the biological, economic, 
and societal consequences of global climate 
change on fisheries resources in the Nordic 
region. The programme is administered within 
the Department of Biology at the University 
of Oslo.

As part of the new programme, a ‘Johan Hjort 
Professorship’ was also instigated, with the aim 
of inspiring the multidisciplinary research teams 
of NorMER in some clear and focused way, and 
the ‘Inspiration Awards’ described here are one 
direct result.

The idea for these awards stems from a rather 
plain volume sent to me out of the blue in the 
late 1980s by Henry Stommel, carrying his 
brief inscription on the flyleaf (award #6). As 
Jim Luyten and Nelson Hogg of Woods Hole 
wrote in 1992 (special Stommel issue of Oceanus 
magazine), “For most of the past 50 years, Henry 
Melson Stommel was the most influential figure 
in oceanography. Through his simple brilliance, 
his personal magnetism, and his great zest for 
life, he inspired legions of oceanographers.” 
And his gift with its simple inscription certainly 
inspired me for decades. With this example in 
mind, a total of six equally-inspirational award-
volumes have been brought together, roughly 
corresponding to the subjects of meteorology, 
marine biology, the marine ecosystem, science 
administration, physical oceanography and 

numerical climate studies, all of fundamental 
interest to NorMER; each of the six award vol-
umes is as special as we could make it, having 
been inscribed by six of the great leaders of 
these subjects, namely Fridtjof Nansen, Sheina 
Marshall and Andrew P. Orr, Sir Maurice Yonge, 
C.T.R. Wilson, Henry Stommel and Lewis Fry 
Richardson. Each is described in a little more 
detail on the next few pages. 

The proposal for these Inspiration Awards has 
been enthusiastically endorsed and adopted by 
the Rector of the University of Oslo, Professor 
Ole Petter Ottersen, the university’s highest 
official representative, whose own duties place 
emphasis on “…serving as an inspirer, a cul-
tural bridge-builder and an initiator.” While the 
Award is intended to confer Distinction, it does 
also place a couple of important obligations 
on the recipient. First, within a few years (~5) of 
receiving an award, each recipient is asked to 
pass his or her award volume on to someone 
who has inspired them in their subject together 
with a copy of this ‘explanation,’ and to arrange 
to tool the leather slip case of the volume with 
the year, name, and affiliation of the new recipi-
ent. At the same time, they are asked to notify 
the Library of the University of Oslo* of the con-
tact details of the new recipient so that they 
might keep track: in this simple way, the hope 
is that the Inspiration Awards scheme may be 
self-perpetuating.

In The Collected Works of Henry M. Stommel 
edited by Nelson Hogg and Rui Xin Huang, his 
unpublished autobiography includes these 
words: “The freedom to work in science on one’s 
own, with congenial colleagues, unfettered by 
supervision, with a scientific problem in one’s 
mind when he goes to bed and awakes next 
morning, to be able to give undivided attention 
to unraveling some puzzle of nature is a privi-
lege beyond compare.” If you have received 
one of these awards, it is because, in someone’s 
considered opinion, a significant step in that 
‘unraveling’ process has been down to you!

*�ēĎěĊėĘĎęĞ�Ĕċ��ĘđĔ��ĈĎĊēĈĊ�đĎćėĆėĞ�ĈĔēęĆĈę�ĎēċĔǣ 
���������������ǡ�����������������������ǡ�ϔ�����ϔ����ǡ 
����������������͛͝ǡ��Ǥ��Ǥ�����͙͛͘͞���������ǡ 
͙͛͘͞�����ǡ������� 

P: ή͜͟Ǧ͚͚�͠͝�͜͝�͘͘Ǥ�E: realfagsbiblioteket@ub.uio.no
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The Biology of a Marine Copepodǡ�����Ǥ�Ǥ������������� 
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AĘ�ęčĊ�founder and inspirer of NorMER, 
Nils Christian Stenseth and his latest 
creation need very little introduction 

from me, but will get one anyway. He was born 
in Fredrikstad, Norway, in 1949 and has had a 
celebrated career with a strong focus on ecol-
ogy and evolution. He graduated from the 
University of Oslo in 1972, and after spells in 
San Diego State University (1972–73) and the 
University of Sussex (1976), earned his Dr. Philos 
in population biology and ecological modelling 
from the University of Oslo in 1978 for a thesis 
on Theoretical studies on fluctuating populations: 
an evolutionary approach. Following and indeed 
overlapping with his initial position as Associate 
Professor of Ecology at the University of Lund, 
Sweden, Nils has been with the University of 
Oslo ever since, acting as Professor of Zoology 
1990–2003, Research Professor of Ecology 
and Evolution since 2004 and culminating as 
Founding Chair of the Centre for Ecological and 
Evolutionary Synthesis (CEES) since 2007 which 
was awarded status as Centre of Excellence 
by the Research Council of Norway from 
2007 to 2017.

Of his many awards and distinctions — prior 
to his Inspiration Award in 2011 — I would 
pick out his receipt of the Royal Medal Fridtjof 
Nansen Award for work on Evolutionary Biology 
(1985), his election as foreign fellow of the 
French Académie des Sciences (Since 2005) and 
his election as Vice President and later President 
of the Norwegian Academy of Science and 
Letters (Since 2009). Stenseth is Norway’s most 
cited scientist over the last decade (2000–2010), 
within all fields of natural sciences, and is listed 
as Europe’s 5th most cited ecologist.

From 2011, as an adjunct scientific position to 
CEES, Nils Christian became the founding Chair 
of NorMER a Nordic (as opposed to Norwegian) 
Centre of Excellence for research on marine eco-
systems and resources under climate change. As 
such NorMER is quite special and it is the special 
nature of this visionary project that commends 
him for this award.

Under the Nordic Centre of Excellence 
Programme on Effect Studies and Adaptation 
to Climate Change (NCoE ADAPT), there are cur-
rently only three such centres: NORD-STAR, (cli-
mate change mitigation and adaptation in land 

�ĆĈĐČėĔĚēĉ
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use), TUNDRA (reindeer husbandry as a tool in 
mitigating and perhaps adaptation to climate 
change in Fennoscandia), and NorMER which 
aims to link ecological and economic research 
on fisheries by focusing on the cod, a culturally 
and economically important species, and one 
where both climate and human pressures play a 
role. From the outset, it has been the innovative 
aspects built into the NorMER plan that have 
raised this from being simply another project on 
the cod: the methodological innovation of link-
ing statistical and process models is important, 
as is the plan of combining the expertise of inter-
nationally recognized research teams from all 
the Nordic countries in order to explore the bio-
logical, economic, and societal consequences of 
global climate change on fisheries resources in 
the Nordic region; the development of a strong 
and functioning network, including outreach 
to researchers in North America; the idea of 
researcher training via ‘sending and receiving’ 
institutions, the emphasis on workshops and on 
international dissemination; the ideas on how 
to train students to work (or understand) across 
disciplines; the integration and synthesis efforts 
bridging even the natural and social sciences; 
the focus on cod within a cluster framework 
(climate effects on ecosystems, trophic inter-
actions, population dynamics, harvesting and 
management, adaptability to climate change 
its links to policy and society); all of these are 
explicitly applauded by the project-review 
groups in making their initial and subsequent 
evaluations of the programme.

The “highly motivated and dynamic early 
career researchers” of NorMER (the 2012 words 
of the Scientific Advisory Board, not mine), are 
the clearest evidence that the NorMER mission 
of training a generation of interdisciplinary 
researchers, using cod to provide a singular 
focus has proved to be inspirational. And as 
I couldn’t help notice when I presented Nils 
Christian with the first Inspiration Award in 2011, 
he in turn was plainly moved by the inscrip-
tions of four of the great pioneers of plankton 
research on the flyleaf, Sheina M. Marshall and 
A.P. Orr of the Isle of Cumbrae, whose mono-
graph it was, R.S. Wimpenny of the Lowestoft 
Laboratory “…another lover of Calanus,” and his 
hero (mine too) David Cushing. Good! That’s 
what these Awards are meant to do!
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FėĊĘč� ċėĔĒ� his PhD in Atmospheric 
Science at Purdue University (1990), Jim 
Hurrell joined the National Center for 

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) as a visiting 
scientist in 1990 and has been with NCAR ever 
since, going on to become Director of Climate 
and Global Dynamics Division (CGD), and serv-
ing as Chief Scientist of Community Climate 
Projects in CGD including the Community Earth 
System Model (CESM), one of the world’s most 
advanced computer models of Earth’s climate. 
In 2011, Hurrell was named an NCAR associate 
director as well as director of the Earth System 
Laboratory, which focuses on weather, climate, 
and atmospheric chemistry research; and from 
2 September 2013, he was appointed to the post 
of Director, NCAR.

As Jim would be first to point out, his wife of 
23 years, Cathy, is also an atmospheric scientist 
with graduate degrees from Purdue University. 
Together, Jim and Cathy have two daughters, 
Rachel and Sarah. Both play competitive soccer, 
which keeps the entire family busy on most 
weeknights and weekends.

In terms of the international administra-
tion and planning of climate science, Jim has 
been extensively involved in the World Climate 
Research Programme (WCRP) on Climate 
Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR), including 
roles as co-chair of the Scientific Steering Group 
(SSG) of both U.S. and International CLIVAR, 
Chair of the Scientific Organizing Committee for 
the WCRP Open Science Conference (2011), and 
membership on several other CLIVAR panels 
including a strong interface with ocean sci-
ence via the CLIVAR Atlantic panel. He has also 
served the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (IGBP) as a member of the Global 
Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics (GLOBEC) SSG and 
the CLIVAR-PAGES (Past Global Changes) work-
ing group. Jim has been involved in assessment 
activities of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) and the U.S. Climate 
Change Science Program (CCSP). Amongst a 
long list of honours and distinctions, Jim is a 
recipient of the AMS’s prestigious Clarence 
Leroy Meisinger Award (2001).

However, what we have found inspirational 
in our interactions with Jim is not easily to be 
found in a list of his achievements. What the 

community of ocean scientists must surely have 
registered is that over the whole of his and our 
career, Jim has been — and still is — happy to 
turn out at meeting after meeting to describe 
to us the climatic component of the changes 
we were registering in the ocean; by which 
I mean not just the tendencies of climate 
change themselves, which we could have 
extracted well-enough I suppose from various 
data sets but more important, to explain the 
trustworthiness and complexity of the climatic 
record in space and time. And this has been of 
fundamental importance.

Thus although we might all have been aware 
that the North Atlantic Oscillation is the princi-
pal recurrent pattern of atmospheric behaviour 
over the Atlantic sector and a dominant driver of 
ocean change, it was principally through Jim’s 
careful construction of a dependable NAO 
Index back to the 1880s (still maintained on his 
website) that we came to realise the tempo-
ral context of the changes in the NAO that fell 
within our own experience. And these changes 
could hardly have been more extreme. Over 
the course of one person’s career (mine!), the 
wintertime NAO was shown to have evolved 
from its most extreme negative state of the 
entire record in the 1960s to its most extreme 
positive state in the mid-1990s. This slow but 
progressive evolution of atmospheric forcing 
on the space scale of the entire North Atlantic/
subarctic sector and on a time scale of decades 
has of course coloured all of our ocean records. 
Oceanic deep convection, for example, turned 
out to be in phase with this change but of dif-
ferent sign in the three main Atlantic centres 
Greenland Sea, Labrador Sea and Sargasso. And 
during this period, we found that the change 
in the entire system of overflow and entrain-
ment that ventilates the deep Atlantic had 
undergone a remarkably rapid and remarkably 
steady freshening over four decades, contribut-
ing to a full-depth freshening of the Labrador 
Sea that appears to be the largest change in 
the modern oceanographic record, anywhere. It 
was to Jim, over many meetings, that we turned 
when trying to establish a cause for such an 
extreme shift in the NAO, and it took the global 
scope of Hurrell (with colleagues; Science 2001 
et seq) to attribute it to change in the tropical 
ocean temperature field, half a world away. And 
it was Jim’s expertise in handling, evaluating 
and knowing how far to trust the global climate 
data set that we borrowed when, at the finish 
of the most ambitious oceanographic experi-
ment ever undertaken — the World Ocean 
Circulation Experiment — we asked ourselves 
the fundamental question “How was 
the World during WOCE?” As we might 
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almost have expected, the only clear 
answer was “most unusual!” (Dickson, 

Hurrell, Bindoff, Wong, Arbic, Owens, Imawaki 
and Yashayaev, ‘The World during WOCE.’ Chap 
7.3 in Ocean circulation and Climate, Academic 
Press, 2001, 715 pp).

Since then, this close interaction with oceano-
graphers continues. Even at the point of taking 
on the Directorship of NCAR we find Jim in July 
2013 “surrounded by oceanographers” as he put 
it himself, addressing the IUGG in Gothenburg 
on the subject of North Atlantic climate varia-
tions and the extent to which they may be pre-
dictable. His focus and emphasis is still on the 
NAO. As he concludes, “a better understanding 
of how the NAO responds to external forcing, 
including sea surface temperature changes, 
stratospheric influences, and increasing green-
house gas concentrations, is crucial in order to 
develop the knowledge required by society to 
address global environmental change and iden-
tify and implement solutions for a transition to 
global sustainability.”

In 2011, Jim was honoured for his contribu-
tions to climate science by giving the Fridtjof 
Nansen Memorial Lecture to the Norwegian 
Academy of Science and Letters, part of the cel-
ebrations of Nansen’s 150th Anniversary, where 
he was awarded the Nansen Medal in the pres-
ence of the King and royal family. So it was a 
nice touch that on the following day, when he 
was awarded the second of our UiO Inspiration 
Awards as part of our inaugural NorMER meet-
ing, the presentation volume was not only 
highly relevant to his career — an early and 
influential account of the temperature changes 
in the North Atlantic ocean and atmosphere — 
but was a copy inscribed by one great Polar 
Explorer to another: Fridtjof Nansen to Gunnar 
Isachsen in 1917. From Jim’s surprised reaction 
on receiving this volume, the inspirational 
intentions of the Award had plainly been met.

TčĊ� �ēĘĕĎėĆęĎĔē� Award for the 
Administration of Science was presented 
for the first time during the NorMER 

meeting in Helsinki in October 2012 to the 
(then) recent Minister of Research and Higher 
Education in Norway, Tora Aasland.

Tora was born into a line of medical practi-
tioners in Skien, Norway in 1942, as a child often 
accompanying her father, the local medical 
‘home’ doctor, on his rounds. Following a one-
year scholarship for foreign students in New 
Hampshire, USA, her formal education when 
returning to Norway led to work as a social 
worker and to a degree in sociology (cand.
sociol.) at the University of Oslo in 1973. Together 
with a group of academics from several political 
parties, she helped initiate a ‘Political Forum’ in 
Oslo in the late 1970s to meet a perceived need 
at that time for political debate.

After some years as researcher, her interest 
in politics and development in society ‘ruled 
her life’ and after 8 years in local politics Tora 
was elected to the Parliament in 1985, first as a 
member of the Education Committee, then as 
member of the Energy and Industry Committee, 
a broad experience that also included her mem-
bership of the Nordic Council. In 1993, she was 
appointed as County Governor in Rogaland and, 
with a break for 4.5 years to serve as a Minister 
for Research and Higher Education, she contin-
ued in this role for 20 years to her retirement in 
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2013. As the highlights in her life, Tora Aasland 
lists her award as Commander of the Order 
of St. Olav, received in 2005 from the King of 
Norway, as well as her 3 sons and 7 grandchil-
dren. In retirement she will continue to lead and 
devote her broad experience to the Norwegian 
UNESCO-commission.

These bare bones of a career, however distin-
guished, don’t yet explain her role in inspiring 
science and scientists but that is something 
I can quickly put right from my own experience. 
Preparing for the 2nd General Assembly of the 
Svalbard Integrated Arctic Earth Observing 
System (SIOS) in October 2011, I began to read 
refreshing things like this: June 14 2009 (IPS):

“We must push beyond the politically feasible,” 
said Tora Aasland, Norway’s minister of Research 
and Higher Education. “Here we are at the edge 
of the North Pole where climate change is easier 
to see… How do we communicate the urgency 
of our situation?” Aasland asked a recent high-
level symposium in Ny-Ålesund, “…we already 
know what to do and how to do it” … “Taking 
action on climate is imperative and an ambitious 
international agreement is urgently needed 
based on what scientists say is required to sta-
bilise the climate system.”

Now, this may be normal Minister-speak in a 
country as sensible and as soundly-based in cli-
mate science as Norway, but its tone was quite 
new to me, hearing a Minister arguing the case 
for action and funding that scientists normally 
make to Ministers!

Then as we carried out our recent Evaluation 
of Norwegian Climate Research for the RCN 
under Thomas Rosswall, (published June 2012), 
it was no surprise to learn in the course of some 
heavy background reading that the person who 
lined up with the scientists to lead the push for 
implementation of their recommendations for 
future climate research [KLIMA 21] and in par-
ticular for a Norwegian Climate Services Centre 
(NCSC) was Tora Aasland. Not always successful 
but clearly, in the course of our visits and inter-
views, this was still very much and very widely 
appreciated.

So, as we said on that occasion in Helsinki 
in 2012, “Our Award for Science Administration 
goes to Fylkeskånå Aasland for being so clearly 
on the side of science and scientists.” And as I 
have suggested to her more recently, there must 
be much satisfaction in retiring on the day (30 
October 2013) that the exit conference for one 
decade-long climate programme (NORKLIMA) 
takes place in Oslo, and gives way to its equally 
long and equally-important successor climate 
programme, (KLIMAFORSK) with its new scope, 
new aims, new funding. In bringing this happy 
change to fruition, the scientists we interviewed 
in our ‘Evaluation…’ were well aware of the 
importance of her presence at the helm.

On The Cloud Method Of Making Visible Ions And The 
Tracks Of Ionising Particlesǡ�����Ǥ�Ǥ�Ǥ�������Ǥ
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WĎęčĔĚę� Ďē� the least wishing to 
minimise the inspirational impor-
tance that commended this award 

to Grégory Beaugrand and Martin Edwards, it 
is certainly one in which we (and they) would 
feel a strong need to acknowledge also a major 
support role by others. The subject of the award 
is planktonic biodiversity. Surely the entire CPR 
team of analysts and operators, past and present, 
are the heroes here? The CPR survey with its rich 
taxonomic records (~500 taxonomic entities) has 
been identified as a “major biodiversity moni-
toring programme” and, coupled with its long 
time-series of up to 8 decades duration, the CPR 
could be one of the richest ecological datasets in 
the world. It is certainly one of the very few ways 
that marine scientists have of understanding the 
changing patterns, adaptability (from genes to 
ecosystems), stability and the functional role of 
diversity in marine ecosystems, and SAHFOS’s 
taxonomic expertise and consistency in plank-
ton analysis have been fundamental to success 
within this scientific theme.

More specifically the award is about regime 
shift in the ocean which other and earlier per-
sonnel in the CPR team have been describing 
for some time. And most fundamental of all, the 
paper for which the award is actually given has 
5 authors, not two (Beaugrand G, Edwards M, 
Brander K, Luczak C, Ibanez F. 2008. Causes and 
projections of abrupt climate-driven ecosys-
tem shifts in the North Atlantic. Ecology Letters. 
11:1157–1168).
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Grégory Beaugrand (CNRS-LOG, Wimereux) 
and Martin Edwards, (SAHFOS, Plymouth) were 
selected for this joint award not simply as the 
two lead authors of this paper but also to reflect 
and acknowledge their highly original and stim-
ulating earlier works on long-term changes in 
copepod abundance and diversity in the north-
east Atlantic in relation to fluctuations in the 
hydro-climatic environment (Beaugrand) and 
on the effects of invasive species on the marine 
biodiversity of European shelf seas (Edwards). 
Nevertheless, the fact that they are acting as 
place-holders for many others, particularly from 
the CPR team, is a fact that they are happy to 
acknowledge, and is even appropriate in the 
case of a volume which has been designated 
the ‘Michael Colebrook Memorial Volume’ to 
commemorate the CPR team and its leadership.

Grégory Beaugrand is a research scientist at 
the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 
(CNRS) in Wimereux, France. He is the leader 
of the team ‘Biodiversity and Climate’ at the 
Laboratory of Oceanography and Geosciences, 
working in collaboration with SAHFOS on the 
impact of Global Change on the biodiversity, 
structure and functioning of marine ecosystems. 
He has recently shown a major reorganisation in 
the plankton biodiversity of the north-eastern 
part of the North Atlantic Ocean and adjacent 
European seas. Strong biogeographical shifts 
in many plankton copepod assemblages have 
occurred with a northward extension of more 
than 10° in latitude of warm-water species 
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associated with a decrease in the number of 
cold-water species. He also develops new 
numerical procedures, which can be applied 
to long-term datasets such as those of the 
Continuous Plankton Recorder (CPR) survey.

Martin Edwards is an internationally recog-
nised marine scientist whose primary research 
interest is on climate/environmental change 
impacts on marine ecosystems. He and his col-
leagues were the first to demonstrate marine 
biodiversity distributional and phenological 
changes and whole ecosystem regime shifts 
in response to climate change. Martin was 
instrumental in bringing an applied ecological 
indicator approach to monitoring the marine 
environment which has subsequently been 
widely adopted. He was a contributing author 
for the IPCC 4th Assessment Report on ‘Changes 
in marine ecosystems and fisheries’ and more 
recently acted as a contributing author for the 
next IPCC 5th Assessment Report on marine 
biogeography and Harmful Algal Blooms and 
climate change. He sits on numerous national 
and international working groups. At SAHFOS, 
he is the Research Director, Chief PI as well as 
the Project Coordinator on SAHFOS contracts 
(internationally funded by a consortium of 10 
countries, with an annual turnover of approxi-
mately 3 million euros).
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Three graphics provided by Beaugrand and 
Edwards will explain the importance of the spe-
cific idea that we have found inspiring, both in 
its own right and from the viewpoint of plan-
ning a potential field programme for NorMER.
౯
� In the first, the local variance of four key 
Atlantic-wide ecological parameters, the mean 
upper-ocean chlorophyll concentration (from 
SeaWIFS), the diversity of calanoid copepods 
as measured by the CPR survey, the mean size 
of female calanoid copepods, and the mean 
probability of cod occurrence, are plotted as 
a function of sea surface temperature in the 
right hand panels of the figure. As shown, the 
maximal values of local biological variance are 
mainly detected within the tight isotherm band 
of 9–10°C.
౯ഒ� The second figure uses this association 
to develop a mechanism for ‘regime shift’ in 
the marine ecosystem of the North Atlantic. 
As shown, they suggest the existence of two 
stable ecosystem types, a boreal biome and 
a temperate biome, separated by an unstable 
region of high biological variance associated 
with this critical thermal threshold of 9–10°C.
౯ഓ� The third figure provides a means of apply-
ing this mechanism to the field-planning of 
major marine ecosystem projects such as 
NorMER. Beaugrand, Edwards et al. point to 
the fact that abrupt ecosystem shifts can be 
expected to take place as the critical thermal 
boundary moves northward during the 21st cen-
tury; and since the changing location of that 
boundary throughout the present century has 
already been modelled according to a range of 
IPCC scenarios (according to IPCC Scenario A2 in 
the above figure), the opportunity exists to build 
a degree of predictability into our field planning, 
or at least being aware of the possible effects of 
regime shift in interpreting our field results.

And it seems to work! Beaugrand, Edwards 
et al. already use regional differences in the 
rate of change of the critical isotherm bound-
ary in recent years to explain the major regime 
shift that was recorded in the plankton south 
of Iceland in 1997, ten years later than that in 
the North Sea.
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TĎĒ��ĔĔđđĎēČĘ�was born in 1979 and 
obtained a degree in Mathematics at 
New College Oxford (2000) and a PhD 

from the Dept. of Meteorology, University of 
Reading (2004) based on the detailed compari-
son of his isentropic model of the atmosphere 
with a conventional model. He is now a lecturer 
in Physical Climate Science at the sub-dept of 
Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics in 
Oxford. Of the many strings to his academic bow, 
the inspiration we speak of in making this Award 
is probably best expressed in two elements, 
one general, one specific. First, Understanding 
Climate Change in the North Atlantic Region, 
the title of his NERC postdoctoral fellowship, 
2008–10, and most recently, his co-investigation 
with Prof. Brian Hoskins, 2011–2013, on Changing 
atmospheric blocking via a NERC standard grant. 
He is married to a well-known researcher in her 
own right in the field of ocean circulation and 
climate, Helen Johnson, and they now have two 
small daughters, Ella and Clara.

As Sir Brian Hoskins points out in his com-
mendation for this Award: “Over a 5-year period, 
Tim Woollings has made a remarkable contri-
bution to our understanding of the dynamical 
processes underlying climate variability in the 
North Atlantic/European region and the impli-
cations for climate change in the region. Such 
an approach is essential in interpreting observa-
tions and the plethora of results from the mod-
elling centres around the world, and Tim is one 
of the very few who can do it well. One particu-
larly notable aspect of Tim’s contributions is his 
interpretation of the North Atlantic Oscillation 
in terms of Rossby wave breaking. This gave 
an important, new dynamical perspective on 
this phenomenon that is of such importance for 
the weather and climate of Europe. His insights 
into the North Atlantic eddy driven jet and its 
variability have also opened up new avenues 
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Numerical ProcessǤ
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It is good to note that in awarding Tim the Royal 
Meteorological Society’s L.F. Richardson prize in 
2012, for one of his earlier studies along this path, 
(Variability of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet 
stream, QJ 2010), the citation notes not only that 

“The paper demonstrates a high level of scholar-
ship on an important topic, [but] is exemplary 
in the care and thoroughness of the diagnostics 
presented and in the clarity of the writing.” That 
convincing clarity is certainly part of the present 
Award also.

In view of Tim’s 2012 award of the L.F. 
Richardson Prize by the Royal Met Soc, it is 
a happy coincidence that the Inspirations 
Award volume we present in 2013 is written 
and inscribed by L.F.R. While this volume may 
appear at first sight to be the least prepossess-
ing of the set, it is in fact one of the treasures 
of the Inspiration Awards scheme, presented 
to me for this purpose by Peter Rhines of the 
University of Washington and containing the 
imprint of three major figures of our science, 
L.F. Richardson, Henry Stommel and Peter 
Rhines himself.

Lewis Fry Richardson [1881–1953] was an 
English mathematician, physicist, meteorolo-
gist, psychologist and pacifist whose interest 

in meteorology led him to propose a scheme 
for weather forecasting by solution of differ-
ential equations which he published in 1922 as 
Weather Prediction by Numerical Process. The 
Award volume is an unbound copy of this book 
inscribed to Henry Stommel by L.F.R. himself.

Though L.F.R.’s volume — this volume! — was 
indeed “the spark for all subsequent numerical 
climate studies” in Peter Rhines’ words, it would 
be quite wrong to regard this work simply as a 
venerable 90-year old museum piece. In 2011, 
two of Tim’s colleagues at Reading* began to 
use Richardson’s idea of a giant ‘forecast fac-
tory,’ conceived by him in 1922, as a new means 
of communicating key ideas in numerical 
weather prediction to the general public, and 
their plan is currently under test amongst chil-
dren from local schools.

�����������������
������������Ǥ

for research. His contribution to understanding 
European blocking from a Rossby wave break-
ing perspective has also been important. He 
has used the range of his dynamical insights 
as the basis for an excellent discussion of the 
processes that shape European climate and how 
these processes lead to uncertainty in future 
climate in this region.”

In a programme such as NorMER where the 
focus on climate change is so strong as to be 
built into the project title, it is important also 
that we understand the longer-term context: 

— how the latest studies sustain and extend 
the longer term evolution of knowledge on 
the persistence and predictability properties 
of North Atlantic climate variability. And Tim 
provides that too. His 2013 paper on Twentieth 
Century North Atlantic Jet Variability, the latest in 
a series of recent papers on storm tracks, tropo-
spheric jet streams, and blocking, is both moti-
vated and inspired by Hakkinen and Rhines’ 2011 
Science paper Atmospheric blocking and Atlantic 
Multidecadal Ocean Variability; in particular, 
their demonstration of multi-decadal variations 
in the frequency of Atlantic/European block-
ing, and their suggestion that the occurrence 
of preferred jet positions may be related to the 
location of physical features such a orography, 
coastlines or ocean currents. In the end, the 
painstaking analysis of Woollings et al. shows 
that the observed level of decadal variability 
in jet latitude can arise without the need for 
memory in the system beyond a few days so 
that external forcing may not be required.

But it is not so much that end conclusion as 
the details of jet stream behaviour he unearths 
in getting there that is illuminating. In his pre-
cise scrutiny, we learn that both the latitude 
and speed of the jet have shown multi decadal 
variability, that it is jet speed rather than lati-
tude that is the more clear-cut (distinct from 
white noise) at these time scales, that recent 
decades don’t look too unusual compared with 
previous variations, that jet latitude and speed 
are not correlated but exhibit quite different 
seasonal cycles with late summer and spring 
peaks respectively, that the ‘structure’ of the 
preferred jet latitude also alters in each of the 
four seasons with a robust trimodal distribu-
tion (for example) in winter, bimodal in summer. 

*���������������Ǧ���������������������Ǥ�͖͔͕͕Ǥ 
������	�������������ǯ�������������������Ȅ���������Ǥ 
WeatherǤ�͚͚ǡ�͖ǡ�͙͖Ȃ͙͘Ǥ
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SĔ�ęĔ�the award volume that started this 
whole idea off — Henry Stommel’s simple 
book with its kind inscription that kept me 

inspired for decades. It is a hard volume to get 
rid of it even now, but little debate about who 
it should go to.

Hjálmar Hátún was born in Copenhagen 
in 1973, but apart from his first two years, was 
raised in Tórshavn, Faroe Islands. His higher 
degrees include a Masters study at NTNU in 
Trondheim, Norway which included a highly 
inspiring year (1998–1999) as an exchange 
student in theoretical physics at University 
of Berkeley, California and later a PhD in 
Physical Oceanography 2001–03, based at the 
Faroe Marine Research Institute but formally 
enrolled at the University of Bergen. His thesis 
defense there became a stepping stone to his 
‘personally very rewarding’ PostDoc position at 
the University of Washington (UW) Seattle in 
2004–2005 where he wrote his highly regarded 
2005 Science paper about the North Atlantic 
subpolar gyre of which more on next page.

With his new family and with two boys from 
his first, Tyrni (7) and Torri (4), he now lives high 
above the sea at Velbastaður in Faroes with 
what he describes as “a great monitoring view 
of the Atlantic Ocean.” Its view from the sea was 
greatly admired and envied by more delegates 
than me as we returned under sail from that 
island in the background — Koltur, ‘the Colt’ — 
during the ASOF final Conference in 2006.

In a highly active existence, in addition to his 
science on small and larger vessels, Hjálmar has 
crossed the Pacific Ocean under sail, has several 
times visited the Scandinavian countries in his 
traditional Faroese boat, Svíningur, built by his 
grandfather, and has developed a passion for 
competition rowing, becoming Faroese rowing 
champion with the 10-man boat, Klaksvíkingur. 
By way of relaxation he climbs; during the 

summer of 2012, as one of the first team ever, 
he climbed the freestanding basalt monolith 
called Trøllkonufingur (Witch’s finger).

All of which is descriptive of the man but 
hardly explains why his science is so highly 
regarded. His special touch is something I tried 
to explain some years ago in introducing one 
of his talks. “He is very annoying,” I said. “On 
hearing or reading his papers, one’s reaction is 
to slap one’s forehead and ask ‘why didn’t I think 
of that?’” Taking a blend of data that we have all 
had access to for years, he develops and teases-
out a skein of logic across time, space and dis-
cipline that transforms a local observation into 
a finding of ocean-wide importance and very 
often of practical, ‘applied’ significance. Though 
we don’t have room here for too much detail, 
one study may explain. 

We will all have known for years that the salin-
ity of the flows passing Faroes into the Nordic 
Seas had an irregular and generally increasing 
character with time. So what? Why? It was not 
long before the significance of this became 
clear. In their ground-breaking 2005 Science 
paper, Hátún et al. showed that the salinity 
of this Atlantic Inflow stream is tightly linked 
to the dynamics of the North Atlantic subpo-
lar gyre circulation so that as the gyre index 
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gets weaker and the gyre itself shrinks west-
ward à la Hakkinen and Rhines (2004), so the 
‘gateway’ is left more open to inflow from the 
saline suptropical gyre and the salinity of the 
Faroes Current increases. We now know that 
over almost the whole of the era when satel-
lite altimetry has been available to us, since 
1992, the subpolar gyre has been weakening 
(more or less), with the effect that Hátún et al. 
have highlighted.

To answer the question of “so what,” we 
now have an irresistible correlation between 
this extended series and the heat content of 
the gyre (Hakkinen, Rhines and Worthen, pers. 
comm., 2012) plus several studies by Hátún and 
his colleagues to show that the changeable 
migratory route of postspawning blue whit-
ing from their spawning grounds west of the 
British Isles, past the Faroe Islands and into the 
feeding areas in the Norwegian Sea during the 
spring is primarily governed by these changes 
in the strength and extent of the subpolar gyre; 
a successful simulation of this idea (2007, 2009) 
and a recruitment forecast based on it rounds 
the whole thing off. For this work, Hátún was 
in December 2009 honored as an ‘outstand-
ing Faroes young scientist’ and will undoubt-
edly continue to inspire us with stories of how 

large-scale climate drivers, like the subpolar 
gyre, impact both physics and the biology of 
this system, including the large economically 
important fish stocks.

So our final illustration is something of a pre-
diction as I show you an idea in the making. In 
it, Hjálmar is seen deploying a little handheld 
CTD from Bogi Hansen’s boat, Sissal. They have 
worked this gear weekly throughout 2013, creat-
ing a little hobby hydrographic section from the 
inner shelf region out to a wave buoy outside a 
tidal front where near-surface and near-bottom 
temperature sensors have been mounted. This 
small-scale study of primary production at a 
tidal front will then be teased out to reveal its 
impact on the broadscale production across the 
Faroe shelf, or at least that is their stated aim; 
and it would be unusual indeed if this in turn 
didn’t lead to its role in sustaining some aspect 
of the local commercial fishery and its variability. 
And quite possibly, its place in the context of 
larger-scale ocean-atmosphere change in the 
N Atlantic sector. And we will wonder, again, 
why didn’t we think of that?
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EXPENSES ������������������� ͪͨͩͩ ͪͨͩͪ ͪͨͩͫ ͪͨͩͬ ͪͨͩͭ SECTION TOTAL

͕Ǥ�	���������������������������������� ͳͳͺǡͶͷͲ ͳʹʹǡͲͲͶ ͳʹͷǡͶ ͳͲǡͻʹ͵ ͳͳͲǡͳ͵ͳ ͷͺ͵ǡͳͳ

���������������� 25,750 26,523 27,318 28,138 28,982

��������������� 20,600 21,218 21,855

Centre Advisory Panel 72,100 74,263 76,491 78,786 81,149

͖Ǥ�	����������������������� Ͳͻǡͺ ͳǡͶͲͺǡͻͶͳ ͳǡͶͺʹǡ͵ͷͲ ͳǡͷͶͶǡͶͲͻ ͺͲͶǡͷͷ ͷǡͻͶͻǡͻʹ

��͕�Ȅ����������� 307,713 646,196 678,505 712,430 374,026

��͖�Ȅ����� 401,974 762,745 803,845 831,979 430,549

͗Ǥ�	��������������������������� ʹǡͻͺͲǡͳ Ͷǡ͵ͳͻǡͳͷͶ ͷǡͺͺǡͻͺ ʹǡͺͺǡͻͶͻ ͳǡͶͶǡʹͶͻ ͳǡͷͶͲǡͳͲͲ

�����͕�Ȅ���������� 298,708 651,727 678,883 339,441

�����͗�Ȅ�%�� 274,030 564,503 581,438 299,440

�����͕�Ȅ������� 354,846 685,382 709,370 367,099

�����͖�Ȅ����������� 673,527 653,365 681,262

�����͙�Ȅ��������À� 441,254 472,141 505,191

�����͕�Ȅ��������� 428,531 882,775 909,258 468,268

�����͗�Ȅ����� 673,527 653,365 681,262

�����͕�Ȅ����� 685,693 662,205 697,264

�����͖�Ȅ��������� 506,760 521,963 537,622

͘Ǥ������������������ ͻǡͳͲͲ ͻͲǡͶͺͳ ͻ͵ǡ͵Ͷ ͵ǡͺ ǡͳͶͻ ͶͲʹǡͺʹ

��������������� 21,218 21,855

����Ǥ���������������� 69,100 69,263 71,491 73,786 76,149

͙Ǥ�������������������������� ͳͳ͵ǡ͵ͲͲ ͳͳǡͻͻ ͳʹͲǡʹͲͲ ͳʹ͵ǡͺͲ ͳʹǡͷʹͲ Ͳͳǡͷʹͷ

����������������Ȁ���������� 113,300 116,699 120,200 123,806 127,520

͚Ǥ������������������������� ʹͳͳǡͳͷͲ ͷͷǡͶͲ ͻǡͶʹ Ͷͷʹǡʹʹͻ ͳͻͲǡͳʹͳ ʹǡʹͳǡͶ͵ʹ

���������������� 347,975 573,463 221,500

�������������������� 168,920 173,988 179,207 184,583 190,121

������������������������ 42,230 43,497 44,802 46,146

͛Ǥ���������� Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ

͜Ǥ��������������� Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ Ͳ

͝Ǥ��������������Ǥ�����͖͔�Ψ��������� ͷͳ͵ǡͳͶͲ ͺͷǡͷ͵ Ͳǡ͵ʹ ʹǡͷͳ ͷʹǡͷͶͲ ͵ǡʹͲͷǡʹͷ

�������������� 152,640 314,438 323,872 333,588 166,794

�����������������������ȋ͙͔�ΨȌ 360,500 371,315 382,454 393,928 405,746

������������ Ͷǡͳͷǡͷͺͺ ǡ͵ͲͺǡͶͻʹ ͻǡʹͳʹǡ͵Ͷͷ ͷǡͻͲǡͳͺ ͵ǡ͵ͷͷǡʹͺͷ

TOTAL ͵ͲǡͶͻͻǡ͵ʹͺ

NORDFORSK-APPROVED BUDGET 2011–2015
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EXPENSES IN NOK ͪͨͩͬ ͪͨͩͭ ������������ NOTES

�����������Ǥ��������������
ȋ����Ǥ�����͖͔�Ψ���������Ȍ ��������͕ǣ��������ȋ����Ȍ 669,137 631,779 1,300,916 	�����������������������������͕͖�

����������ǡ�͖�������������͕͕�������

��������͕ǣ����������ȋ͖͔�ΨȌ 133,827 126,356 260,183

ͳǡͷͳǡͲͻͻ

���������������ȋ����Ǥ�����
͕͔�Ψ���������������Ȍ ��������͕ǣ������������ȋ͚��������̷�͖͚ǡ͔͔͔Ȁ��Ȍ 78,000 78,000 156,000 RCN standard stipend for living 

�������ȋ��ϐ������������ǡ�����������
���������������������������������Ȍ

��������͕ǣ���������NorMER�������������Ȁ 

����������Ȁ�������
35,000 38,000 73,000 ���������ϐ���������������������

��������͕ǣ�������������������Ϊ������������� 30,000 40,000 70,000 ��������������������ϐ������
������������������������͗�
international conferences

��������͕ǣ��������������NorMER Collaborations 50,000 50,000 100,000 For travel for collaborating with 

NorMER������������������

͵ͻͻǡͲͲͲ

�������������� 
ȋ����͕͔�Ψ������������������Ȍ

19,300 20,600

͵ͻǡͻͲͲ

TOTAL ͳǡͻͻͻǡͻͻͻ

EXPENSES IN NOK ͪͨͩͪ ͪͨͩͫ ������������ NOTES

�����������Ǥ��������������
ȋ����Ǥ�����͖͔�Ψ���������Ȍ ��������͖ǣ��������ȋ�������À�Ȍ 438,100 455,624 893,724

��������͖ǣ����������ȋ͖͔�ΨȌ 87,620 91,125 178,745

ͳǡͲʹǡͶͻ

���������������ȋ����Ǥ�����
͕͔�Ψ���������������Ȍ ��������͖ǣ������������ȋ͕͖��������̷�͖͚ǡ͔͔͔Ȁ��Ȍ 234,000 78,000 312,000 RCN standard stipend for 

living abroad

��������͖ǣ���������NorMER�������������Ȁ
����������Ȁ�������

35,000 38,000 73,000 ���������ϐ���������������������

��������͖ǣ�������������������Ϊ������������� 30,000 40,000 70,000 ��������������������ϐ������
������������������������͗�
international conferences

��������͖ǣ��������������NorMER Collaborations 50,000 50,000 100,000 For travel for collaborating with 

NorMER������������������

��������͖ǣ�NorMER�������������������������� 315,000 315,000 ����������������������������Ǥ�
Includes travel and lodging costs 

for NorMER students and staff 

�����������������������Ǥ

ͺͲǡͲͲͲ

�������������� 
ȋ����͕͔�Ψ������������������Ȍ

34,900 20,600

ͷͷǡͷͲͲ

TOTAL ͳǡͻͻǡͻͻ

PROJECT 1 — OSLO

PROJECT 2 — ICELAND
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DETAILED REVISED BUDGET NORDFORSK GreenMAR
����������	���� �����ͩ �����ͪ ����ͫ TOTAL

�������������������������ȋ����Ǥ��������������������Ȍ

�������������������ȏ����Ȑ���������͕�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 707,318 670,910 697,746 2,075,974

�������������������ȏ����Ȑ���������͖�ȋ͙����������͗������Ȍ 294,716 279,546 290,727 864,989

�������������������ȏ����Ȑ���������͗�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 707,318 670,910 697,746 2,075,974

���������������������������
�����������ȏ
��Ȑ���������͕�ȋ͕͖����������͖������Ȍ 707,318 670,910 1,378,228

����������������������������ȏ���Ȑ���������͕�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 649,611 665,851 682,498 1,997,959

����������������������������ȏ���Ȑ���������͖�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 590,356 605,115 620,243 1,815,713

����������������������ȏ����Ȑ���������͕�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 455,624 469,293 483,371 1,408,288

����������������������ȏ����Ȑ���������͖�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 455,624 469,293 483,371 1,408,288

���������������������ȏ��Ȑ���������͕�ȋ͕͖����������͗������Ȍ 482,218 502,155 519,948 1,504,320

�������������������������������������������� ͷǡͲͷͲǡͳͲʹ ͷǡͲͲ͵ǡͻͺͳ ͶǡͶͷǡͶͺ ͳͶǡͷʹͻǡ͵ʹ

�������������������ȏ����Ȑ���� 629,045 596,666 620,533 1,846,244

����������������������������ȏ���Ȑ���� 440,949 451,972 463,272 1,356,193

����������������������ȏ����Ȑ���� 420,993 433,623 446,631 1,301,247

������������������������� ͳǡͶͻͲǡͻͺ ͳǡͶͺʹǡʹͳ ͳǡͷ͵ͲǡͶ͵ ͶǡͷͲ͵ǡͺͶ

�������������������ȏ����Ȑ����������������������͙͔�Ψ��������� 366,502 347,637 361,542 1,075,681

���������������������������������������������������� ͵ǡͷͲʹ ͵Ͷǡ͵ ͵ͳǡͷͶʹ ͳǡͲͷǡͺͳ

���������������͖͔�Ψ ͳǡ͵ͺͳǡͷͳͺ ͳǡ͵ǡ ͳǡʹ͵ǡͷʹͷ ͶǡͲʹͳǡͺͳͻ

������������� ͺǡʹͺͻǡͳͲͻ ͺǡʹͲͲǡͷ ǡͶͳǡͳͷʹ ʹͶǡͳ͵Ͳǡͻͳ

��������ǡ���������������������

���Ǧ����������Ǧ���������� 25,000 0 0 25,000

���������ǲ��������ǳ�����������ǡ�������Ǥ�������� 0 0 0 0

���������ǲ����ǳ 40,000 0 0 40,000

��������������������������Þ 0 100,000 0 100,000

���������������� 58,630 0 0 58,630

������������������ 0 0 36,000 36,000

Research training and workshops not organized by ResGreen 16,000 16,000 16,000 48,000

�������������������� ͳ͵ͻǡ͵Ͳ ͳͳǡͲͲͲ ͷʹǡͲͲͲ ͵Ͳǡ͵Ͳ

 

�����������������ǡ�͗��������������� 163,484 163,484 163,485 490,453

Conference participation not organized by ResGreen 30,000 30,000 30,000 90,000

������������������������ 30,000 30,000 30,000 90,000

�������� 25,000 25,000 25,000 75,000

���������������������������� 33,333 33,333 33,333 100,000

������������������� ʹͺͳǡͺͳ ʹͺͳǡͺͳ ʹͺͳǡͺͳͺ ͺͶͷǡͶͷ͵

�����������������������ǡ�͕͗ǡ͙͔͔��������������ȗ 0 81,000 81,000 162,000

���������������������������ǡ�͖͛ǡ͔͔͔��������������ȗ 54,000 378,000 378,000 810,000

��������������ǡ������������������������������ 0 144,000 0 144,000

�������������������� ͷͶǡͲͲͲ Ͳ͵ǡͲͲͲ ͶͷͻǡͲͲͲ ͳǡͳͳǡͲͲͲ

������������� ͶͷǡͶͶ ͳǡͲͲͲǡͺͳ ͻʹǡͺͳͺ ʹǡʹͻǡͲͺ͵

�������������

��������������ȋ���������������ǡ���������ǡ����ǤȌ�
�������������������ǡ�
	��ǡ���� 151,667 151,667 151,666 455,000

����������ȋ��ǯ�����ǤȌ 15,000 15,000 15,000 45,000

�����������������������������ǡ��Ǥ�Ǥ����������������� 20,000 40,000 40,000 100,000

������������� ͳͺǡ ʹͲǡ ʹͲǡ ͲͲǡͲͲͲ

��������������������� ͺǡͻͷͳǡʹʹͶ ͻǡͶͲͺǡͳͶͲ ͺǡͶͲǡ͵ ʹǡͲͲͲǡͲͲͲ

�ĊĆė�͟ǣ�͟͞Ǥ͢͞Ǥ͟͢Ȃ͟͡Ǥ͞͡Ǥͣ͟
�ĊĆė�͠ǣ�͟͞Ǥ͢͞Ǥͣ͟Ȃ͟͡Ǥ͞͡Ǥͤ͟
�ĊĆė�͡ǣ�͟͞Ǥ͢͞Ǥͤ͟Ȃ͟͡Ǥ͞͡Ǥͥ͟

NorMER���������������͖͔͕͗ ͥͧ͞
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NorMER CORE STAFF
NAME ��������� ROLE POSITION �������

������������� ������������������������������ ���������������� 

�����������������������
Professor ���

Andre Punt ������������������������ ���������������� 

�����������������������
Professor ���

����������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node Professor �������
��������������� ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node General Coordinator Norway

����Ǧ������������� ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Researcher Norway

��������������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node Professor �������
������������ ���������������������ǡ������� �������À������ Researcher Iceland

Carl Folke ��������������������������� NorMER Co-Chair, 

���������������������
���������ǡ�������� 
���������������������������

������

����������Þ������� �������������������� Bergen Node Researcher Norway

�����������������Ú� %��������������������� Åland Node ����������������� Finland

����������������� ��������������������������� �������������� Reseacher ������
������������ ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Researcher Norway

������������ �������������������� Bergen Node Professor Norway

����������� ����������	�����������������������ǡ����� ���������������� 

�����������������������
Researcher ���

������������ ����	��������������� ����������������� Professor Canada

Einar Eg Nielsen ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node Professor �������
Erik Bonsdorff %��������������������� Åland Node Leader Professor Finland

��Ąϐ������������� ������������������	������������ Faroe Node Professor Faroe

Geir Ottersen ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Researcher Norway


����������� �������������������������ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Professor Norway

Gry Gundersen ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node NorMER�������������� Norway


�Ą�ï�����������×���� ���������������������ǡ������� �������À������������� �������������� Iceland

��������������� ������������������������������������������������� ��������� Researcher ������
�������������� Greenland Institute of Natural Resources Nuuk Node Leader ��������������� Greenland

������������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node ����������������������� �������
������������ ���������������������������������������� ���������� ���������������� ���
Jarl Giske �������������������� Bergen Node Professor Norway

������Ǥ������������ ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node �������ϐ����������� Norway

������������� ���������������������Ȁ�����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Professor Canada

�´�������� ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Researcher Norway

�������������� %��������������������� Åland Node ������������������� Finland

������������ ���������������������ǡ������� �������À������ Researcher Iceland

����������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node ����������������� �������
Kari Eilola ������������������������������������������������� ��������� ����������������� ������
����������������� ������������������������� ���������� Professor ���
Katri Aarnio %��������������������� Åland Node Researcher Finland

Keith Brander ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node ����������������� �������
�����Ǥ��������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node Professor �������
Kjell Arne Brekke �����������������������ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Professor Norway

���������Ǥ�������� ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Professor Norway

NorMER���������������͖͔͕͗ ͦ͟͞
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��������Ǥ������ ����ǡ������������������� Oslo Node Researcher Norway

Louis Botsford ������������������������������ ���������������� 

�����������������������
Professor ���

������������� ����������������������� ���������� Professor ������������
������������Ú� ��������������������������� �������������� Reseacher ������
�������������Ú� %��������������������� Åland Node ������� Finland

����������������� ���������������������� ������������� Professor Finland

�������������� ���������������������� �������������������� Professor Finland

������������ ������������������������������������������������� ���������������� ������������� ������
��������Ǥ��������� ����ǡ������������������� NorMER Chair, Oslo Node Leader ���������ǡ�������������� Norway

Olli Tahvonen ���������������������� ������������� Professor Finland

Y���������� ��������������������������� �������������� Reseacher ������
Øystein Lie �������� ���������� ������������������ Norway

Øyvind Fiksen �������������������� Bergen Node Leader Professor Norway

���������������� 	������������������������������ Faroe Node Researcher Faroe

Philippe Cury ��������ǡ����������������������� CAP Chair ��������������� France

�������������� ����	��������������� ����������������� Professor Canada

���������������� ������������������������������������������������� ��������� ����������������� ������
����������������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node ����������������� �������
����������� ����������������������������������������

�������ǡ���������������������ǡ����
���������� Professor ���

������������� ���������������������� ������������� ������� Finland

������������� ���������������������� ���������� Professor ��������
���������Þ���� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node Leader ���������������� �������
Thorsten Blenckner ��������������������������� �������������� Reseacher ������
����
�������� ���������������������ǡ������� �������À������ Researcher Iceland

������������� ������������������������������� Copenhagen Node ����������������� �������
��������Ú����� ������������������������������������������������� ��������� ����������������� ������
�������������� ����	��������������� ����������������� Professor Canada

NAME ��������� ROLE AFFILIATION �������

Philippe Cury ��������ǡ����������������������� ���������� NorMER France

������������ ���������������������������������������� ���������� NorMER ���
����������������� ������������������������� ���������� NorMER ���
������������� ����������������������� ���������� NorMER ������������
Øystein Lie �������� ���������� NorMER Norway

����������� ����Ǥ������������������������������������ǡ���������������Ǥǡ���� ����������ǡ������ NorMER ���
������������� ���������������������� ���������� NorMER ��������

NorMER CENTRAL ADVISORY PANEL

NorMER CORE STAFF CONTINUES
NAME ��������� ROLE POSITION �������
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NorMER GUESTS

NorMER PHDS AND POSTDOCS
NAME ��������� ROLE POSITION �������

Andries Richter ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ������� Norway

	��������Ǥ�������� ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ������� Norway

������Ǥ������������ ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ������� Norway

Lauren Rogers ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ������� Norway

��������������� %��������������������� NorMER�������� ������� 	�������Ȁ�%����
��������§������������ �������� NorMER�������� ������� �������
������������ ���������������������ǡ������� NorMER�������� ������� Iceland

���������������� ��������������������������� NorMER�������� ������� ������
������������������� �������� NorMER�������� ����������� �������
������ϐ���	������� �������� NorMER�������� ����������� �������
Anna Törnroos %��������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� 	�������Ȁ�%����
��������������� %��������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� 	�������Ȁ�%����
Elisabeth Isaksen ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Norway

������������� ���������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Finland

���������������� �������� NorMER�������� ����������� �������

����������������� ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Norway

����������Ą����� ���������������������ǡ������� NorMER�������� ����������� Iceland

���������������� ��������������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� ������
��������������������� ������������������	������������ NorMER�������� ����������� Faroe Islands

Kristina Kvile ����ǡ������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Norway

����������� ���������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Finland

Nadia Fouzai �������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Norway

������������ �������������������� NorMER�������� ����������� Norway

������������� Greenland Institute of Natural Resources NorMER�������� ����������� �������
�������������� ���������������������ǡ������� NorMER�������� ����������� Iceland

NAME ��������� ROLE �������

�������������� Cefas ͖͔͕͕����������������� ��
Keith Brander ���������������������ǡ���� ��������������� �������
����������V�������������
�À����� President of Iceland ��������������� Iceland

����ï����������� CEO of Icelandic Group ��������������� Iceland

������������������ ��������������������������������������������������� ��������������� Iceland

��Ą�����������×������� �������������������������������������ǡ���������������������� ��������������� Iceland

������������� ���������������������ǡ��������������������� �������������������������������������� ��
Peter Rhines ����������������������ǡ������������������������� ��������������� ���
������������� ��������������������ǡ��������Ȁ�����ǡ������������������� Invited Participant Canada
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GRAND 
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 —

GRAND 
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 —
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 —
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 —

՜����������������������������������
physical processes and their inter-
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See below for a list of NorMER publications from within the last year, and 
their relevance to the centre. NorMER staff who are directly funded are 
in bold and underlined. Colleagues and staff who receive indirect sup-
port from NorMER, or who are directly involved in supervising NorMER 
students, are listed in bold.

GRAND CHALLENGE 1
 —
͕Ǥ� Dalpadado P, Ingvaldsen RB, Stige LC, Bogstad B, Knutsen T, 
Ottersen G, Ellertsen B. 2012. Climate effects on Barents Sea ecosystem 
dynamics. ICES J. Mar. Sci. 69:1303–1316.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Climate affects marine ecosystems through a multitude of 
pathways. This paper reports on how climate influences the Barents Sea 
ecosystem, with a focus on the lower trophic levels.

͖Ǥ� Hidalgo M, Gusdal Y, Dingsør G, Hjermann D, Ottersen G, Stige LC, 
Melsom A, Stenseth NC. 2012. A combination of hydrodynamical and 
statistical modelling reveals nonstationary climate effects on fish larvae 
distributions. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B. 279:275–283.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Our new methodological approach to study climate 
effects on fish larvae distributions combines numerical and statistical 
modelling to draw robust inferences from observed distributions and 
will be of general interest for studies of many marine fish species.

͗Ǥ� Persson J, Stige LC, Stenseth NC, Usov N, Martynova D. 2012. 
Scale-dependent effects of climate on two copepod species, Calanus 
glacialis and Pseudocalanus minutus, in an Arctic-boreal sea. Mar. Ecol. 
Prog. Ser. 468:71–83.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Climate variables can have contrasting effects on different 
life stages of organisms and the effects can vary seasonally. Such 
complex responses are ecologically important but require highly 
resolved data to detect.

͘Ǥ� Sainmont J, Thygesen UH, Visser AW. 2012. Diel vertical 
migration arising in a habitat selection game. J Theoretical Ecology. 
doi:10.1007/s12080-012-0714-0
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ A population of identical individuals can exhibit 
different vertical migration behaviours even when there is no explicit 
density dependence. This pattern emerges through game theoretic 
considerations where behavioural cascades impose apparent density 
dependent effects.

͙Ǥ� Törnroos A, Bonsdorff E. 2012. Developing the multitrait concept 
for functional diversity: Lessons from a system rich in functions but 
poor in species. Ecological Applications. http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/11-2042.1

�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Uses empirical trait-based analysis as a tool to reveal 
differences and similarities between assemblage structure and 
function. It functions as a useful tool for comparing different 
environments.

͚Ǥ� Visser AW, Mariani P, Pigolotti S. 2012. Adaptive behaviour, tri-
trophic foodweb stability and damping of chaos. J Royal Soc Interface. 
9(71):1373–1380. doi:10.1098/rsif.2011.0686
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The fitness seeking (adaptive) behaviour of grazers in a 
marine food-web can have quite a significant effect on the dynamics 
of the system, and promote stability in an otherwise unstable 
configuration.

͛Ǥ� Casini M, Blenckner T, Mollmann C, Gardmark A, Lindegren M, 
Llope M, Kornilovs G, Plikshs M, Stenseth NC. 2012. Predator transitory 
spillover induces trophic cascades in ecological sinks. Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 
109:8185–8189.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The fishing on cod affects also the food-web dynamics of 
other areas via spillover effects.

͜Ǥ� Nyström M, Norström AV, Blenckner T, la Torre-Castro M, 
Eklöf JS, Folke C, Österblom H, Steneck RS, Thyresson M, Troell M. 
2012. Confronting Feedbacks of Degraded Marine Ecosystems. 
Ecosystems. 15:695–710.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Ecosystem that have experienced a regime shift might 
not respond linearily to the reduction of for example fishing instead 
internal feedbacks in the ecosystem needs to be broken so that the 
ecosystem can change into a new state.

͝Ǥ� Meier HEM, Andersson HC, Arheimer B, Blenckner T, Chubarenko 
B, Donnelly C, Eilola K, Gustafsson BG, Hansson A, Havenhand J, 
Höglund A, Kuznetsov I, MacKenzie BR, Müller-Karulis B, Neumann T, 
Niiranen S, Piwowarczyk J, Raudsepp U, Reckermann M, Ruoho-Airola 
T, Savchuk OP, Schenk F, Schimanke S, Väli G, Weslawski JM, Zorita E. 
2012. Comparing reconstructed past variations and future projections 
of the Baltic Sea ecosystem—first results from multi-model ensemble 
simulations. Environmental Research Letters. 7:034005.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Ensemble modeling including climate, catchment, bio-
geochemical and food-web modeling have been applied to reconstruct 
the past changes due to eutrophication, climate and fishing and pro-
vide outlook for different management options.
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͕͔Ǥ� Gustafsson B, Schenk F, Blenckner T, Eilola K, Meier HEM, 
Müller-Karulis B, Neumann T, Ruoho-Airola T, Savchuk O, Zorita E. 
2012. Reconstructing the Development of Baltic Sea Eutrophication 
1850–2006. AMBIO. 41:534–548.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Different models have been applied to better understand 
the processes of past 150 years of change in the Baltic Sea.

͕͕Ǥ� Niiranen S, Blenckner T, Hjerne O, and Tomczak M. 2012. 
Uncertainties in a Baltic Sea Food-Web Model Reveal Challenges for 
Future Projections. AMBIO. 41:613–625.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Different parameterizations of a food-web model have 
been tested with theories and uncertainty in data collections to 
illustrate the uncertainties in future food-web dynamics.

͕͖Ǥ� MacKenzie BR, Meier HEM, Lindegren M, Neuenfeldt S, Eero M, 
Blenckner T, Tomczak M, Niiranen S. 2012. Impact of Climate Change on 
Fish Population Dynamics in the Baltic Sea: A Dynamical Downscaling 
Investigation. AMBIO. 41:626–636.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Ensemble fish modelling has been used to understand 
the processes affecting the fish population dynamics.

͕͗Ǥ� Lindegren M, Blenckner T, Stenseth NC. 2012. Nutrient reduction 
and climate change cause a potential shift from pelagic to benthic 
pathways in a eutrophic marine ecosystem. Global Change Biology. 
18:3491–3503.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The paper shows that due to the reduction in nutrient 
load from catchments, climate and fishing a regime shift occurs 
changing the trophic pathways in the ecosystem.

͕͘Ǥ� Niiranen S, Yletyinen J, Tomczak MT, Blenckner T, Hjerne 
O, MacKenzie BR, Müller-Karulis B, Neumann T, Meier HEM. 2013. 
Combined effects of global climate change and regional ecosystem 
drivers on an exploited marine food web. Global Change Biology. 
doi:10.1111/gcb.12309
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This paper present future scenarios were multiple 
drivers and an ensemble model approach has been applied to discuss 
potential future pathways of ecosytem mangement

͕͙Ǥ� Tomczak M, Heymans JJ, Yletyinen J, Niiranen S, Blenckner T. 2013. 
Ecological network indicators of ecosystem status and change in the 
Baltic Sea. PLoS ONE (in press).
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This paper quantifies the changes in trophic flows of a 
food-web to provide better understanding of non-linear and abrupt 
shifts in marine ecosystems.

͕͚Ǥ� Fiksen Ø, Follows MJ, Aksnes DL. 2013. Trait-based models of 
nutrient uptake in microbes extend the Michaelis-Menten framework. 
Reviews in Limnology and Oceanography. 58(1):193–202
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The uptake of nutrients by microbes is a core process 
in determining biogeochemical cycles and an important part of 
ocean ecosystem models. We reviewed the progress in this field and 
recommend abandoning the traditional ‘half-saturation coefficient’ 
and instead to use mechanistic models for nutrient uptake. This allows 
a more realistic formulation of interactions between cell size and 
environmental factors.

͕͛Ǥ� Visser AW, Fiksen Ø. 2013. Optimal foraging in marine ecosystem 
models: selectivity, profitability and switching. Marine Ecology — 
Progress Series. 473:91–101. doi:10.3354/meps10079
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Many ecosystem models parameterize the flow among 
different groups based on loosely founded ‘preference functions.’ We 
show that assumptions involving optimal foraging can replace this 
assumption and provide and evolutionary sound basis for the flux of 
energy and matter in food-web models.

͕͜Ǥ� Vollset KW, Catalan IA, Fiksen Ø, Folkvord A. 2013. The effect of 
food deprivation on the distribution of larval and early juvenile cod in 
experimental vertical temperature and light gradients. Marine Ecology 

— Progress Series. 475:191–201.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The vertical positioning of larval fish has important 
consequences for death and growth rates. We tested experimentally 
the ability and tendency of larval fish to choose their habitat from 
stomach fullness and temperature gradients.

͝Ǥ� Urtizberea A, Fiksen Ø. 2013. Effects of prey size structure and 
turbulence on feeding and growth of anchovy larvae. Environmental 
Biology of Fishes. 96:1045–1063. doi:10.1007/s10641-012-0102-6
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Larval fish recruitment success is sensitive to environ-
mental factors such as prey size-spectra and turbulence. We have 
developed a model to bridge between field estimates of prey size-
spectra, turbulence and feeding success in anchovy larvae.

͖͔Ǥ� Castellani M, Rosland R, Urtizberea A, Fiksen Ø. 2013. A mass-
balanced pelagic ecosystem model with size-structured adaptive 
zooplankton and fish. Ecological Modelling. 251:54–63.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ We have developed a mass-balanced ecosystem model 
with size-structured zooplankton and behaviourally responsive fish 
and zooplankton. The model represents a realization that behavioural 
processes must be resolved in ecosystem models of larger organisms 
such as mesozooplankton and fish, and demonstrates one way to 
include this in biogeochemical modelling.

͖͕Ǥ� Rogers LA, Olsen EM, Knutsen H, Stenseth NC. Habitat effects 
on population connectivity in a coastal seascape. In Review.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This study investigates the physical and biological 
mechanisms underlying patterns of population spatial structure 
in heavily harvested Skagerrak coastal cod.

͖͖Ǥ� Hovland EK, Dierssen HM, Ferreira AS, Johnsen G. 2013. Dynamics 
regulating major trends in Barents Sea temperatures and the 
subsequent effect on remotely sensed particulate inorganic carbon. 
Marine Ecology — Progress Series. 484:17–32.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ A more comprehensive understanding of how ocean 
temperatures influence coccolithophorid production of particulate 
inorganic carbon (PIC) will make it easier to constrain the effect of 
ocean acidification in the future. We studied the effect of temperature 
on Emiliania huxleyi PIC production in the Barents Sea using ocean 
colour remote sensing data.

GRAND CHALLENGE 2
 —
͖͗Ǥ� Fiksen Ø, Jørgensen C. 2011. Model of optimal behaviour in fish 
larvae predicts that food availability determines survival, but not 
growth. Marine Ecology — Progress Series. 432:207–219.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ To understand how such spatial and temporal gradients 
will influence future recruitment success in cod stocks, we need 
quantitative models of the behavioural response of the early life stages. 
Here, we have developed a model that predicts larval cod survival in 
environmental gradients — and show that the effect of food availability 
will be seen in predation rates rather than in growth rates.
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͖͘Ǥ� Pécseli HL, Trulsen J, Fiksen Ø. 2012. Predator-prey encounter 
and capture rates for plankton in turbulent environments. Progress in 
Oceanography. 101:14–32.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Among the physical variables that is predicted to 
change with climate are wind and precipitation. Both of these 
factors influence turbulence in the ocean. Here we have thoroughly 
reviewed and modelled how turbulence influence the contact rates in 
planktonic organisms. These models are necessary to translate from 
environmental change to foraging and predation in plankton models.

͖͙Ǥ� Reglero P, Urtizberea A, Pérez A, Alemany F, Fiksen Ø. 2011. 
Cannibalism among size classes of larvae may be a substantial mortality 
component in tuna. Marine Ecology — Progress Series. 433:205–219.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ A zooplankton diet is shown to be frequently insufficient 
to sustain larval fish growth, thus piscivory in species with cannibalistic 
behavior, such as cod and tuna, is likely to be a major source of larval 
mortality.

͖͚Ǥ�Mariani P, Andersen KH, Visser AW, Barton AD, Kiørboe T. Control 
of plankton seasonal succession by adaptive grazing. Limnology and 
Oceanography.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ An alternate view of phytoplankton succession based 
on nutrients, light and turbulence, and ultimately driven by selective 
grazing by zooplankton on the motile/non-motile trait distribution of 
the emerging phytoplankton community.

͖͛Ǥ� Ferreira AS, Visser AW, MacKenzie BR, Payne MR. Estimating 
phytoplankton phenology metrics from noisy, gappy data. Journal of 
Geophysical Research (submitted).
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Provides a practical and robust means of determining 
phenology metrics of spring bloom dynamics from satellite obser-
vations. Provides a reliable phenology time series against which climate 
impacts on marine ecosystems can be gauged.

͖͜Ǥ� Stige LC, Hunsicker ME, Bailey KM, Yaragina NA, Hunt Jr GL. 2013. 
Predicting fish recruitment from juvenile abundance and environ-
mental indices. Marine Ecology — Progress Series. ISSN 0171-8630. 
480:245–261. doi:10.3354/meps10246
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ For 5 fish stocks of 4 species in 3 ecosystems, we examined 
the usefulness of indices of juvenile abundance relative to larval 
abundance for predicting recruitment. Cross validation showed that 
forecasts of future recruitment were either improved or qualitatively 
unchanged by including environmental correlates.

͖͝Ǥ� Hidalgo M, Gusdal Y, Dingsør GE, Hjermann D, Ottersen G, 
Stige LC, Melsom A, Stenseth NC. 2012. A combination of hydro-
dynamical and statistical modelling reveals non-stationary climate 
effects on fish larvae distributions. Proceedings of the Royal Society of 
London — Biological Sciences. ISSN 0962-8452. 279(1727):275–283. 
doi:10.1098/rspb.2011.0750
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ We found that the spatial pattern of larvae changed over 
the two climate periods, being more upstream in low North Atlantic 
Oscillation years. We also demonstrate that spawning distribution and 
ocean circulation are the main factors shaping this distribution, while 
temperature effects are different between climate periods, probably 
due to a different spatial overlap of the fish larvae and their prey, and 
the consequent effect on the spatial pattern of larval survival. Our 
new methodological approach combines numerical and statistical 
modelling to draw robust inferences from observed distributions and 
will be of general interest for studies of many marine fish species.

͔͗Ǥ� Ferreira AS, Stenevik EK, Vollset KW, Korneliussen R, Folkvord A. 
2012. Vertical migration of Norwegian spring-spawning herring larvae 
in relation to predator and prey distribution. Marine Biology Research. 
8:605–614.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ We find evidence that the pattern of herring larvae DVM 
is a behavioural response to active pursuit of prey.

GRAND CHALLENGE 3
 —
͕͗Ǥ� Grabowski TB, Thorsteinsson V, McAdam BJ, Marteinsdóttir G. 
2011. Evidence of Segregated Spawning in a Single Marine Fish Stock: 
Sympatric Divergence of Ecotypes in Icelandic Cod? PLoS One. 6(3):1–9. 
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This paper describes a potential mechanism for the repro-
ductive isolation of the different cod morphs and lays a foundation for 
one of the �Ĕė��� student project.

͖͗Ǥ� Jakobsdottir KB, Pardoe H, Magnússon Á, Björnsson H, Pampoulie 
C, Ruzzante DE, Marteinsdóttir G. 2011. Historical changes in genotypic 
frequencies at the Pantophysin locus in Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) in 
Icelandic waters: evidence of fisheries-induced selection? Evolutionary 
Applications. 4:562–573.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This paper describes some of the life history differences 
between the different cod morphs and lays a foundation for one of the 
�Ĕė��� student project.

͗͗Ǥ� Jonsen ID, Basson M, Bestley S, Bravington MV, Patterson TA, 
Pedersen MW, Thomson R, Thygesen UH, Wotherspoon SJ. 2012. 
State-space models for bio-loggers: A methodological road map. 
Deep-Sea Res. II. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dsr2.2012.07.008
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Provides a stronger approach for extracting key 
information about foraging, migration, and other behaviours from 
animal tracking data, such as can be used to monitor cod.

͗͘Ǥ� Jørgensen C, Holt RE. 2012. Natural mortality: its ecology, how 
it shapes fish life histories, and why it may be increased by fishing. 
Journal of Sea Research. 75:8–18. doi:10.1016/j.seares.2012.04.003
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The paper illustrates how a stronger focus on natural 
mortality may be required to better understand contemporary changes 
in fish life histories and behaviour and their responses to anthropogenic 
drivers. By focusing on classes of mechanisms underlying natural 
mortality, instead of particular traits, it can help broaden the 
perspective on how species might respond to anthropogenic and 
natural drivers in the seas.

͙͗Ǥ�McAdam BJ, Grabowski TB, Marteinsdóttir G. 2012. Testing 
for differences in spatial distributions from individual based data. 
Fisheries Research. 127–128:148–153.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ A statistical method developed to analyse data used 
in the �Ĕė��� project.

͚͗Ǥ�McAdam BJ, Grabowski TB, Marteinsdóttir G. 2012. Identification of 
stock subunits using morphological markers. J Fish Biol. 81(5):1447–1462. 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1095-8649.2012.03384.x/abstract
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ A method based on body morphology was developed 
to discriminate between the different cod morphs. This method is 
one of the three methods used to classify cod in one of the �Ĕė��� 
student projects.

͗͛Ǥ� Opdal AF, Vikebø F, Fiksen Ø. 2011. Parental migration, climate 
and thermal exposure of larvae: spawning in southern regions gives 
Northeast Arctic cod a warm start. Marine Ecology — Progress Series. 
439:255–262.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The NEA cod population migrates southwards along 
the Norwegian coast to spawn every year. Over the last century the 
spawning grounds further south have been abandoned, resulting in 
a much lower overall temperature exposure for eggs and larvae. Here 
we have used general circulation models to quantify this effect, and 
the results show that the temperature exposure of early life stages 
are more sensitive to variability in spawning ground usage than to 
climatic variability. 
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͗͜Ǥ� Pampoulie C, Danielsdottir AK, Thorsteinsson V, Hjorleifsson 
E, Marteinsdóttir G, Ruzzante DE. 2012. The composition of adult 
overwintering and juvenile aggregations of Atlantic cod (Gadus 
morhua L.) around Iceland using neutral and functional markers: 
a statistical challenge. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 69:1–14.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This paper deals with populations structure of cod and 
lays a foundation for one of the �Ĕė��� student project.

͗͝Ǥ�Utne K, Huse G, Ottersen G, Holst J, Zabavnikov V, Jackobsen J, 
Oskarsson G, Nøttestad L. 2012. Horizontal distribution and overlap 
of planktivorous fish stocks in the Norwegian Sea during summers 
1995–2006. Marine Biology Research. 8:420–441.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Here the spatial overlap between large ecologically and 
commercially important pelagic fish species in the Norwegian sea is 
examined and reasons for temporal variability in overlap discussed. 
The role of processes involving competition and other inter-species 
interaction is of interest will beyond this one ecosystem.

͔͘Ǥ� Therkildsen NO, Hemmer-Hansen J, Hedeholm RB, Wisz MS, 
Pampoulie C, Meldrup D, Bonanomi S, Retzel A, Olsen SM, Nielsen EE. 
2013. Spatiotemporal SNP analysis reveals pronounced biocomplexity at 
the northern range margin of Atlantic cod Gadus morhua. Evolutionary 
Applications. 6:690–705.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Provides one of the first spatiotemporal population 
genomics studies on wild populations published for any species. 
The study identified the complex and dynamic interactions of four 
genetically distinct group of cod inhabiting the northern range margin 
of the species.

͕͘Ǥ� Nielsen B, Hüssy K, Neuenfeldt S, Tomkiewicz J, Behrens JW, 
Andersen KH. Individual behaviour of Baltic cod Gadus morhua in 
relation to sex and reproductive state. To appear in Aquatic Biology.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Male cod migrate earlier to spawning ground than 
female cod.

͖͘Ǥ� Brander K, Neuheimer A, Andersen KH, Hartvig M. 2013. Food for 
Thought: Overconfidence in model projections. ICES Journal of Marine 
Science. 70(6):1065–1068.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Comment on recent ‘physiologically based’ projections of 
climate change on the global distribution of fish stocks.

͗͘Ǥ�  Bárðarson H, McAdam BJ, Petursdottir G, Marteinsdóttir G. 2013. 
To glue or not to glue? Reassembling broken otoliths for population 
discrimination. Journal of Fish Biology (in review).
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This study demonstrates that G. morhua otoliths that have 
been broken for age determination can in most cases be glued back 
together and applied in morphological analyses. Otolith morphology 
could then be applied for studies detailing the drivers, patterns 
and trend of cod populations by applying the method on archived 
otolith collections.

͘͘Ǥ�Möllmann C, Lindegren M, Blenckner T, Bergström L, Casini M, 
Diekmann R, Flinkman J, Müller-Karulis B, Neuenfeldt S, Schmidt JO, 
Tomczak M, Voss R, Gårdmark A. 2013. Implementing ecosystem-based 
fisheries management: from single species to integrated ecosystem 
assessment and advice for Baltic Sea fish stocks. ICES Journal of Marine 
Science. doi:10.1093/icesjms/fst123
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ We combine tactical and strategic management aspects 
into a single strategy that supports the present Baltic Sea fish stock 
advice. We first review the state of the art in the development of 
integrated ecosystem assessments (IEAs) and then outline and discuss 
an approach that integrates fish stock advice and IEAs for the Baltic Sea.

͙͘Ǥ� Ohlberger J, Rogers LA, Stenseth NC. Stochasticity and 
determinism: How density-independent and density-dependent 
processes affect population variability. In review.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ We find evidence of strong density dependence 
in juvenile survival, which dampens the impact of stochasticity 
operating earlier in life such as climatic impacts on the production 
of eggs and larval survival. Our results highlight that the timing of 
density dependence in demographic rates determines how stochastic 
processes translate into patterns of population variability.

͚͘Ǥ� Durant JM, Hidalgo M, Rouyer TA, Hjermann D, Ciannelli L, 
Eikeset AM, Yaragina NA, Stenseth NC. 2013. Population growth 
across heterogeneous environments: effects of harvesting and age 
structure. Marine Ecology — Progress Series. ISSN 0171-8630. 
480:277–287. doi:10.3354/meps10308
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ This study illustrates how and where the interaction 
between large-scale ecological patterns and regional/short-scale 
processes are important for designing management regulations.

͛͘Ǥ� Ottersen G, Stige LC, Durant JM, Chan K-S, Rouyer TA, 
Drinkwater KF, Stenseth NC. 2013. Temporal shifts in recruitment 
dynamics of North Atlantic fish stocks: effects of spawning stock 
and temperature. Marine Ecology — Progress Series. ISSN 0171-8630. 
480:205–225. doi:10.3354/meps10249
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Effects of variation in spawning stock and sea temper-
ature on long-term temporal patterns in recruitment dynamics of 38 
commercially harvested fish stocks in the northern North Atlantic were 
studied. Threshold models performed better than the best linear or 
nonlinear stationary models for 27 of the stocks, suggesting that abrupt 
changes (maybe even regime shifts) are common.

͘͜Ǥ�Durant JM, Hjermann D, Falkenhaug T, Gifford D, Naustvoll LJ, 
Sullivan B, Beaugrand G, Stenseth NC. 2013. Extension of the match-
mismatch hypothesis to predator-controlled systems. Marine Ecology 

— Progress Series. ISSN 0171-8630. 474:43–52. doi:10.3354/meps10089
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ We suggest that an increase in asynchrony between 
predator and prey peak abundance can lead to increased survival and 
potentially increased recruitment of the prey in some system.

͘͝Ǥ� Hidalgo M, Rouyer TA, Bartolino V, Cerviño S, Ciannelli L, Massuti 
E, Jadaud A, Saborido-Rey F, Durant JM, Santurtun M, Piñeiro CG, 
Stenseth NC. 2012. Context-dependent interplays between truncated 
demographies and climate variation shape the population growth 
rate of a harvested species. Ecography. ISSN 0906-7590. 35(7):637–649. 
doi:10.1111/j.1600-0587.2011.07314.x
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Our study shows that the interaction between internal 
characteristics and external forces changes across geographic locations 
according to 1) the importance of demographic truncation, 2) the 
influence of the climate on the regional hydrography and 3) the 
spatiotemporal heterogeneity of the physical environment to which 
fish life history is adapted.

͙͔Ǥ�Neuenfeldt S, Righton D, Neat F, Wright PJ, Svedang H, Michalsen K, 
Subbey S, Steingrund P, Thorsteinsson V, Pampoulie C, Andersen KH, 
Pedersen MW, Metcalfe J. 2013. Analysing migrations of Atlantic cod 
Gadus morhua in the north-east Atlantic Ocean: then, now and the 
future. Journal of Fish Biology.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The application of data storage tags bears the potential 
for a quantum leap in the research on fish migrations, because not 
only first-capture and recapture positions are known, but at least 
theoretically, the migration path during the period at large can be 
reconstructed. Besides presenting the state-of-the-art geolocations for 
cod Gadus morhua in the north-east Atlantic Ocean, the major aim of 
this review is to raise awareness of gaps in knowledge and to identify 
ideas for new research.
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͙͕Ǥ� Jonsen ID, Basson M, Bestley S, Bravington MV, Patterson TA, 
Pedersen MW, Thomson R, Thygesen UH, Wotherspoon SJ. 2012. 
State-space models for bio-loggers : A methodological road map. 
Deep Sea Research Part II: Topical Studies in Oceanography.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Despite the widespread utility, and current popularity, of 
state-space models for analysis of animal tracking data, these tools are 
not simple and require considerable care in their use. Here we develop 
a methodological ‘road map’ for ecologists by reviewing currently 
available state-space implementations.

͙͖Ǥ� Baktoft H, Aarestrup K, Berg S, Boel M, Jacobsen L, Koed A, 
Pedersen MW, Svendsen JC, Skov C. 2013. Effects of angling and manual 
handling on pike behavior investigated by high resolution positional 
telemetry. Fisheries Management and Ecology.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Results demonstrated that the handling protocol 
caused temperature-dependent changes in pike activity, with higher 
temperatures leading to lower activity of the recaptured pike. The 
effects, however, were transitory and not detectable after 48-h post-
release. These findings indicate that pike are relatively resilient to 
handling and quickly resume pre-handling activity.

GRAND CHALLENGE 4
 —
͙͗Ǥ� Bjørndal T, Lindroos M. 2011. Cooperative and Non-Cooperative 
Management of the Northeast Atlantic Cod Fishery. Journal of 
Bioeconomics. 14(1):41–60.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ shows the importance of achieving international 
cooperation in the cod fishery by using a serially correlated 
recruitment function.

͙͘Ǥ�Diekert FK. 2012. Growth Overfishing: The Race to Fish Extends to 
the Dimension of Size. Environmental and Resource Economics. 
52:549–572.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ The individual growth potential of commercial fish is 
an important margin of rent dissipation that has hitherto not been 
explicitly analysed from an economic, game-theoretic perspective. In 
this paper, it moreover shown that quotas in terms of numbers are far 
superior to conventional quotas in terms of biomass.

͙͙Ǥ�Diekert FK. 2012. The Tragedy of the Commons from a Game-
Theoretic Perspective. Sustainability. 4:1776–1786.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Hardin’s metaphor of the ‘tragedy of the commons’ has 
been controversial. However it was instumental in inspiring a large 
literature that studies under which conditions rational actors find it in 
their own best interest to cooperate.

͙͚Ǥ� Kallio-Nyberg I, Salminen M, Saloniemi I, Lindroos M. 2011. Effects 
of marine survival, precocity and other life history traits on the cost-
benefit of stocking salmon in the Baltic Sea. Fisheries Research. 
110:111–119.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ cost-benefit analysis to study the salmon stockings in 
the Baltic Sea.

͙͛Ǥ� Kronbak L, Lindroos M. 2011. On Species Preservation and Non-
Cooperative Exploiters. Strategic Behavior and the Environment. 1:49–70.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Computes critical number of fishermen (players) 
in the case of species interaction so that both species are sustained 
in the long run.

͙͜Ǥ�Kulmala S, Lindroos M, Pintassilgo P. 2012. Atlantic salmon 
fishery in the Baltic Sea — A case of non-cooperative management. 
Forthcoming in Strategic Behavior and the Environment.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ A partition function game application in a four-player 
bioeconomic model of Baltic salmon illustrates how international 
cooperation may sometimes be cooperation only on paper, not shown 
in real fisheries policy.

͙͝Ǥ�Nieminen E, Lindroos M, Heikinheimo O. 2012. Optimal 
Bioeconomic Multispecies Fisheries Management: A Baltic Sea Case 
Study. Marine Resource Economics. 27(2):115–136.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Three-species (cod, herring and sprat) dynamic 
optimisation model with age-structured dynamics illustrates how 
present management could be improved by taking into account 
species interactions.

͚͔Ǥ� Rahikainen M, Lindroos M, Kaitala V. 2012. Stability of international 
fisheries agreements using precautionary bioeconomic harvesting 
strategies. Strategic Behavior and the Environment.
�ĊđĊěĆēĈĊǣ Coalition model including harvest control rules, shows 
the importance of including international aspect in the development 
of harvest control rules.
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